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CYCLIC HOMOLOGY AND GROUP ACTIONS
RAPHAE¨L PONGE
Dedicated to Alain Connes on the occasion of his 70th birthday
Abstract. In this paper we present the construction of explicit quasi-isomorphisms that com-
pute the cyclic homology and periodic cyclic homology of crossed-product algebras associated
with (discrete) group actions. In the first part we deal with algebraic crossed-products asso-
ciated with group actions on unital algebras over any ring k Ą Q. In the second part, we
extend the results to actions on locally convex algebras. We then deal with crossed-products
associated with group actions on manifolds and smooth varieties. For the finite order compo-
nents, the results are expressed in terms of what we call “mixed equivariant cohomology”. This
“mixed” theory mediates between group homology and de Rham cohomology. It is naturally
related to equivariant cohomology, and so we obtain explicit constructions of cyclic cycles out
of equivariant characteristic classes. For the infinite order components, we simplify and correct
the misidentification of [20]. An important new homological tool is the notion of “triangular
S-module”. This is a natural generalization of the cylindrical complexes of Getzler-Jones. It
combines the mixed complexes of Burghelea-Kassel and parachain complexes of Getzler-Jones
with the S-modules of Kassel-Jones. There are spectral sequences naturally associated with tri-
angular S-modules. In particular, this allows us to recover spectral sequences of Feigin-Tsygan
and Getzler-Jones and leads us to a new spectral sequence.
Introduction
Cyclic homology was introduced by Connes [14, 15, 16] as the relevant noncommutative analogue
of de Rham theory (see also Tsygan [51]). In particular, Connes [16] established that the cyclic
homology of the algebra of smooth functions on a manifold is precisely given by its de Rham
cohomology. Moreover, the dual theory, cyclic cohomology, is the natural receptacle for the Chern
character in K-homology (see [16]). In addition, Loday-Quillen [38] computed the cyclic homology
of the algebra of regular functions on smooth varieties, and Burghelea [12] computed the cyclic
homology of group rings.
In the setting of noncommutative geometry, crossed-product algebras play the role of the algebra
of functions on the noncommutative spaces associated with group actions. There is a great amount
of work on the cyclic homology of crossed-product algebras. In particular, their cyclic homology
is known in the case of actions of finite groups (see, e.g., [2, 7, 24, 26]). For general group
actions, Feigin-Tsygan [24] constructed a spectral sequence converging to cyclic homology. In
addition, Nistor [42] described the periodicity operator of the infinite order components in terms of
a module structure over group cohomology. In the setting of group actions on manifolds, the case of
discrete proper actions was settled by Baum-Connes [2]. For general group actions, Connes [17, 18]
computed the periodic cyclic homology of the homogenous component in terms of equivariant
homology via the construction of an explicit cochain map. The cyclic homology of the other
finite order components was computed by Brylinski-Nistor [11], once again in terms of equivariant
homology. In addition, Crainic [20] attempted to deal with the infinite order components, but
he misidentified the homologies he obtained (see Remark 10.14 on this point). More recently,
Brodzki-Dave-Nistor [7] dealt with actions of finite groups on varieties. For various other related
results see [1, 4, 5, 9, 10, 19, 21, 22, 27, 40, 41, 43, 44, 45, 46].
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With the exception of Connes’ cochain map, the above-mentioned results do not produce explicit
quasi-isomorphisms. The aim of this paper is to present the computation of the cyclic homology
of crossed-product algebras via the construction of explicit quasi-isomorphisms, including for the
infinite order components. This provides us with a systematic way to construct cyclic cycles. Fur-
thermore, the arguments use only elementary homological algebra, and so they bypass the difficult
homological arguments involved in previous approaches to the cyclic homology of crossed-product
algebras. For group actions on manifolds and smooth varieties we obtain explicit relationships
with equivariant cohomology. In particular, we simplify and correct the misidentification of the
cyclic homology of the infinite order components in [20].
In the first part of the paper (Sections 1–7), we focus on algebraic crossed-products AΓ “ A¸Γ
associated with the action of an arbitrary group Γ on a unital algebra A over a commutative ring
k Ą Q. The first step is carried out in Section 4. We use the decomposition of the cyclic module
CpAΓq as a direct sum of cyclic submodules CpAΓqrφs parametrized by the conjugacy classes rφs
of elements φ P Γ. There are explicit quasi-isomorphisms between CpAΓqrφs and a mixed complex
TotpCφpΓφ,Aqq associated with the centralizer Γφ of φ. This mixed complex is the total mixed
complex of a cylindrical module CφpΓφ,Aq that we construct in Section 3. We are thus reduced
to studying this cylindrical module.
The cylindrical module CφpΓφ,Aq is similar to the cylindrical module of Getzler-Jones [26] (see
Remark 3.2 for the comparison between the two constructions). We can think of CφpΓφ,Aq as
the tensor product over Γφ of twisted cyclic modules C
φpΓq and CφpAq associated with the action
of φ. Functoriality arguments further reduce the study of CφpΓφ,Aq to the separate studies of
these twisted cyclic modules. Therefore, the bulk of the second step is the construction of explicit
quasi-isomorphisms for CφpΓφq and the understanding of how they can be combined with the
twisted cyclic structure CφpAq to give rise quasi-isomorphisms for TotpCφpΓφ,Aqq.
The twisted cyclic modules CφpΓq appeared in the computation of the cyclic homology of group
rings by Burghelea [12]. Therefore, we may elaborate on the algebraic approach of Marciniak [39]
and the perturbation theory of Kassel [35] to construct explicit homotopy equivalences for CφpΓq.
When φ has finite order this enables us to get explicit quasi-isomorphisms for the cyclic and
periodic complexes of CpAqrφs (Theorem 6.2). As a corollary we obtain three spectral sequences
converging to the cyclic homology of CpAqrφs (see Corollary 6.4). One of these spectral sequences
refines and simplifies the spectral sequence of Getzler-Jones [26]. Another spectral sequence allows
us to recover the spectral sequence of Feigin-Tsygan [24]. When Γφ is finite we actually get quasi-
isomorphisms with Γφ-invariant cyclic and period cyclic complexes (see Theorem 5.2).
When φ has infinite order, we have a homotopy equivalence between the cyclic complex of
CφpΓφq and the group homology chain complex CpΓφq, where Γφ “ Γφ{xφy is the normalizer
of φ. In addition, the periodicity operator is given by the cap product with the Euler class
eφ P H
2pΓφ, kq of the Abelian extension 1 Ñ xφy Ñ Γφ Ñ Γφ Ñ 1. Unlike in the finite order
case, the homotopy equivalence is not an equivalence of cyclic complexes. Therefore, in order
to get quasi-isomorphisms for the cyclic complex of TotpCφpΓφ,Aqq we need to go beyond the
scope of cylindrical modules. The natural setup is the setup of S-modules in the sense of Jones-
Kassel [33], or more generally para-S-modules. In Section 2 we introduce a “cylindrical version”
of S-modules, which we coin triangular S-modules. Examples of triangular S-modules are given
by tensor products of some S-modules and mixed complexes. Moreover, any cylindrical complex
C gives rise to two triangular S-modules whose total S-modules give the cyclic complex of TotpCq
(see Section 2). In addition, triangular S-module lead us to elementary derivations of all the
spectral sequences considered in this note.
We also introduce the notion of a good infinite order action (see Definition 7.5). We then
obtain explicit quasi-isomorphisms in the case of good infinite order actions; under these quasi-
isomorphisms the periodicity operator is given by some cap product with the Euler class eφ (see
Theorem 7.7). For general infinite order elements, we also obtain a simple derivation of a spectral
sequence which specializes to the spectral sequence of Feigin-Tsygan (Theorem 7.13).
Using difficult homological algebra arguments, Nistor [42] showed that, for general infinite order
action, HC‚pAqrφs is a module over the group cohomology of the normalizer Γφ and the periodicity
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operator is given by the action of the Euler class. We recover Nistor’s results via a simple and
general coproduct construction for paracyclic modules (see Theorem 7.17). An improvement with
respect to [42] is the fact that the action is defined explicitly at the level of chains. Moreover, the
relationship with the usual cap product becomes more transparent.
In the second part of the paper (Sections 8–11), we deal with group actions on manifolds and
varieties. In order to deal with group actions on manifolds we need to extend the results of first
part to actions on locally convex algebras, where we replace the usual cyclic space CpAΓq with its
projective closure CpAΓq. There is no major difficulty in carrying this out. In the same way as
in the first part, the cyclic module of CpAΓq splits into a direct sum of cyclic subspaces CpAΓqrφs
parametrized by the conjugacy classes rφs of elements φ P Γ. By a density argument, the results
in the algebraic case can be extended to give a quasi-isomorphism between the cyclic complexes
of CpAΓqrφs and a mixed complex TotpC
φpΓφ,Aqq associated with the stabilizer Γφ of φ. That
mixed complex is the total mixed complex of a cylindrical space CφpΓφ,Aq obtained as the tensor
product (over Γφ) of the twisted cyclic spaces C
φpΓφq and C
φpAq (see Section 8). Thereon the
results of the first part apply verbatim to the cylindrical space CφpΓφ,Aq, and so they provide
us with explicit quasi-isomorphisms for the cyclic complex of CpAq (see Section 8 for the precise
statements).
In the context of an action of a general group Γ on a manifold M , the relevant homology
(resp., cohomology) theory is the equivariant homology (resp., cohomology) which is the homology
(resp., cohomology) of the homotopy quotient EΓˆΓM (a.k.a. Borel construction). In particular,
equivariant cohomology is the natural receptacle for the construction of equivariant characteristic
classes. The equivariant homology/cohomology can also be defined simplicially in terms of the
bicomplex of Bott [6]. For our purpose, it is convenient to construct a “mixed complex” version
of equivariant homology. Regarding the group homology chain complex CpΓq and the de Rham
complex of differential forms Ω‚pMq as mixed complexes, we may form their tensor product as a
mixed bicomplex CpΓ,Mq. The cyclic homology of the total mixed complex TotpCpΓ,Mqq gives
the mixed equivariant homology (see Section 9).
The results of the first part, and their versions for locally convex algebras in Section 8, are
functorial in nature. In particular, any quasi-isomorphism for CφpAq can be input into this
framework to give a quasi-isomorphism for CpAΓqrφs. In the case of an action of Γ on a manifold
M , i.e., for A “ C8pMq, there is a twisted version of Connes-Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg
theorem due to Brylinski [9] and Brylinski-Nistor [11]. We then have an explicit quasi-isomorphism
between CφpAq and the de Rham complex of the fixed-point set Mφ. The cleanness condition
ensures us that Mφ has a stratification by a disjoint union of submanifolds.
The action is always clean when φ has finite order, including when Γφ is finite. When Γφ is
finite we get an explicit quasi-isomorphism with the Γφ-invariant de Rham complex ofM
φ (Theo-
rem 8.2). As a consequence, when the action of Γ is discrete and proper we recover the description
of cyclic homology of AΓ of Baum-Connes [2] in terms of orbifold cohomology (cf. Corollary 10.6).
More generally, when φ has finite order we obtain explicit quasi-isomorphisms with the mixed
equivariant homology ofMφ (Theorem 10.7). This refines previous results of Brylinski-Nistor [11].
As a consequence we obtain an explicit construction of cyclic cycles over AΓ in terms of cap
products of equivariant characteristic classes and group homology classes (see Corollary 10.10).
This connects nicely with the work of Connes-Moscovici [19], Moscovici [40] and Moscovici-
Rangipour [41] on the construction of cyclic cocycles out of transverse characteristic classes through
the channel of Hopf cyclic cohomology.
We also calculate the pairing of the resulting cycles with cocycles arising from equivariant
currents (Proposition 10.11). Examples of such cocycles include the transverse fundamental class
of Connes [17] and the CM cocycle of an equivariant Dirac spectral triple (see [50]). In the infinite
order case, we obtain explicit quasi-isomorphisms when the action is clean (Theorem 10.12). This
involves a version of equivariant cohomology associated with the normalizer Γφ “ Γφ{xφy and the
de Rham complex of Mφ where the de Rham differential is combined with the Euler class of the
extension of Γφ by Γφ (see Section 10). This fixes the misidentification of [20].
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The results for group actions on manifolds have complete analogues for group actions on smooth
varieties thanks to the twisted version of Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg theorem in [7]. When
Γφ is finite we obtain an explicit quasi-isomorphism with the Γφ-invariant de Rham complex of
Xφ (Theorem 11.5). In particular, we recover a recent result of Brodzki-Dave-Nistor [7]. More
generally, when φ has finite order we get an explicit quasi-isomorphism with a mixed bicomplex
associated with the de Rham complex of Xφ (Theorem 11.8). Finally, in the infinite order case,
we also have an explicit quasi-isomorphism provided the action is clean (see Theorem 11.10).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we survey the main background on cyclic
homology needed for this note. In Section 2, we introduce and study triangular S-modules. In
Section 3, we construct the cylindrical complexes CφpΓ,C q whose roles are pivotal in this paper.
In Section 4, we show that the computation of the cyclic homology of AΓ reduces to the study of
those cylindrical complexes. In Section 5, we look at the case where Γφ is finite. The finite order
case is dealt with in Section 6. In Section 7, we deal with the infinite order case. In Section 8, we
explain how to extend the previous results to actions on locally convex algebras. In Section 9, after
recalling the main facts about equivariant cohomology, we introduce mixed equivariant homology
and explain its relationship with equivariant cohomology. In Section 10 we apply the results of
Section 8 to crossed-product algebras associated with group actions on manifolds. In Section 11
we obtain analogues of these results for group actions on smooth varieties.
The results of this paper were also announced in [47, 48].
Acknowledgements. I wish to thank Paul Baum, Alain Connes, Sasha Gorokhovsky, Masoud
Khalkhali, Henri Moscovici, Victor Nistor, Markus Pflaum, Hessel Posthuma, Bahram Rangipour,
Xiang Tang, and Hang Wang for various stimulating discussions related to the subject matter of
this paper. I also would like to thank the hospitality of IHE´S, McGill University, and UC Berkeley
where part of the research for this paper was carried out.
1. Background on Cyclic Homology
In this section, we recall the main background and notation regarding cyclic homology. We
refer to [18, 37] and the references quoted below for more details. Throughout this section and
the next two sections we let k be an arbitrary unital ring. By a k-module we will always mean a
left k-module.
1.1. Mixed complexes, cyclic modules, and S-maps. A mixed complex of k-modules is
given by the datum of pC‚, b, Bq, where Cm, m ě 0, are k-modules and b : C‚ Ñ C‚´1 and
B : C‚ Ñ C‚`1 are k-module maps such that b
2 “ B2 “ bB ` Bb “ 0 (cf. [13, 34]). The
cyclic complex of a mixed complex C “ pC‚, b, Bq is the chain complex C
6 “ pC6‚, b ` BSq,
where C6m “ Cm‘Cm´2‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ , m ě 0, and S : C
6
‚ Ñ C
6
‚´2 is the canonical projection obtained by
factorizing out Cm. The operator S is called the periodicity operator. The periodic cyclic homology
is the Z2-graded chain complex C
7 “ pC7, b`Bq, where C7i “
ś
qě0 C2q`i, i “ 0, 1. Equivalently,
we have C7‚ “ limÐÝS
C2q`‚, where limÐÝS
is the inverse limit of the directed system defined by the
operators S : C2q`‚ Ñ C2q`‚´2, q ě 1. The homology of the chain complex C
6 (resp., C7) is
called the cyclic homology (resp., periodic cyclic homology) of the mixed complex C. It is denoted
by HC‚pCq (resp., HP‚pCq). The homology of the chain complex pC‚, bq is called the ordinary
homology of C and is denoted by H‚pCq.
A cyclic k-module is given by the datum of pC‚, d, s, tq, where Cm, m ě 0, are k-modules and
the k-module maps d : C‚ Ñ C‚´1, s : C‚ Ñ C‚`1 and t : C‚ Ñ C‚ define a simplicial module
structure with faces dj “ t
jdt´pj`1q and degeneracies sj “ t
j`1dt´pj`1q and t is further required
to be cyclic, i.e., tm`1 “ 1 on Cm (cf. [15, 18]). Any cyclic k-module C “ pC‚, d, s, tq gives rise to
a mixed complex pC‚, b, Bq, where b “
řm
j“0p´1q
jdj and B “ p1´ τqsN on Cm with τ “ p´1q
mt
and N “ 1`τ`¨ ¨ ¨`τm. With any unital algebra A over k, Connes [15, 16, 18] associated a cyclic
k-module CpAq “ pC‚pAq, d, s, tq, where C‚pAq “ A
bpm`1q, m ě 0, and the structural operators
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pd, s, tq are given by
dpa0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b amq “ pama0q b a1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b am´1,(1.1)
spa0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b amq “ 1b a0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b am,(1.2)
tpa0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b amq “ am b a0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b am´1, aj P A.(1.3)
The cyclic homology (resp., periodic cyclic homology) of CpAq is simply called the cyclic homology
(resp., periodic cyclic homology) of the algebra A. It is denoted by HC‚pAq (resp., HP‚pAq)
(cf. [14, 16, 18]).
Let C “ pC‚, b, Bq and sC “ p sC‚, b, Bq be mixed complexes. Any mixed complex map f : C‚ ÑsC‚ gives rise to chain maps f : C6‚ Ñ sC6‚ and f : C7‚ Ñ sC7‚ between the corresponding cyclic and
periodic complexes. We obtain quasi-isomorphisms whenever the chain map f : pC‚, bq Ñ p sC‚, bq
is a quasi-isomorphism. Moreover, according to [34] an S-map f : C6‚ Ñ sC6‚ is a chain map which
is compatible with the S-operators. It uniquely decomposes as f “
ř
f pjqSj , where f pjq : C‚ ÑsC‚`2j is a k-module of degree 2j such that rb, f p0qs “ 0 and rB, f pjqs ` rb, f pj`1qs “ 0. Any mixed
complex map gives rise to an S-map. An S-map f : C6‚ Ñ sC6‚ is a quasi-isomorphism when its
zeroth degree chain map f p0q : pC‚, bq Ñ p sC, bq is a quasi-isomorphism. In addition, any S-map
f : C6‚ Ñ sC6‚ extends to a chain map f 7 : C7‚ Ñ sC7‚. We obtain a quasi-isomorphism whenever f
is a quasi-isomorphism.
1.2. The Paracyclic and cylindrical categories. In the context of group actions on algebras,
we are naturally lead to go beyond the scope of mixed complexes and cyclic modules ([24, 26]).
According to [26], a parachain complex is given by the datum of pC‚, b, Bq, where Cm, m ě 0, are
k-modules and b : C‚ Ñ C‚´1 and B : C‚ Ñ C‚`1 are k-module maps such that b
2 “ B2 “ 0
and bB ` Bb “ 1 ´ T , where T : C‚ Ñ C‚ is some invertible k-module map. Given a parachain
complex C “ pC‚, b ` SBq we also can form a cyclic complex C
6 “ pC6‚, b, Bq as in the case of
mixed complexes. This need not be a chain complex (unless C is a mixed complex), but we obtain
a para-S-module (cf. Section 2).
Like a cyclic k-module, a paracyclic k-module is given by the datum of pC‚, d, s, tq, where Cm,
m ě 0, are k-modules and the k-module maps d : C‚ Ñ C‚´1, s : C‚ Ñ C‚`1 and t : C‚ Ñ C‚
define a simplicial module structure as above, but the cyclicity of the operator t is replaced by the
relation t “ ds and requiring t to be invertible (cf. [24, 26]). Any paracyclic k-module gives rise
to a parachain complex pC‚, b, Bq, where b is defined as above and B “ p1´ τqs
1N with s1 “ sb1s
and b1 “
řm´1
j“0 p´1q
jdj “ b´ d on Cm. In that case T “ 1´ pbB `Bbq “ t
m`1 on Cm. When C
is a cyclic module we obtain a mixed complex which is isomorphic to the mixed complex defined
above.
A parachain bicomplex is given by the datum of pC‚,‚,sb, sB, b,Bq, where Cp,q, p, q ě 0, are
k-modules, pC‚,q,sb, sBq and pCp,‚, b, Bq are parachain complexes for all p, q ě 0, and the horizontal
differentials psb, sBq both commute with each of the vertical differentials pb, Bq (cf. [26]). We obtain
a mixed bicomplex when we further have sb sB ` sBsb “ bB ` Bb “ 0. Following [26] we say that
we have a cylindrical complex when the operators sT “ 1 ´ psb sB ` sBsbq and T “ 1 ´ bB ` Bb
are such that sTT “ 1 (cf. [26]). Any mixed bicomplex C “ pC‚,‚,sb, sB, b,Bq gives rise to a total
mixed complex TotpCq “ pTot‚pCq, b
:, B:q, where TotmpCq “ ‘p`q“mCp,q and b
: “ sb ` p´1qpb
and B: “ sB ` p´1qpB on Cp,q. As observed in [26], any cylindrical complex also gives rise
to a total mixed complex TotpCq “ pTot‚pCq, b
:, B:q, where Tot‚pCq and b
: are as above and
B: “ sB ` p´1qp sTB on Cp,q.
A bi-paracyclic k-module is given by the datum of pC‚,‚, sd, s,st, d, s, tq, where Cp,q, p, q ě 0,
are k-modules, pC‚,q, sd, s,stq and pCp,‚, d, s, tq are paracyclic k-modules for all p, q ě 0, and all
the horizontal operators psd, s,stq commute with each of the vertical operators pd, s, tq (cf. [26]).
We have a bi-cyclic k-module when stp`1 “ tq`1 “ 1 on Cp,q. We obtain cylindrical k-module
when stp`1tq`1 “ 1 (cf. [26]). Any bi-paracylic k-module C “ pC‚,‚, sd, s,st, d, s, tq gives rise to
a parachain bicomplex. We get a mixed bicomplex (resp., cylindrical complex) when C is a
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bi-cyclic (resp., cylindrical) module. In addition, if C “ pC‚,‚, sd, s,st, d, s, tq is a bi-paracyclic k-
module, then its diagonal gives rise to a paracyclic k-module DiagpCq “ pDiag‚pCq,
sdd, ss,sttq,
where DiagmpCq “ Cm,m, m ě 0. We actually obtain a cyclic k-module when C is a cylindrical
module.
1.3. S-modules and perturbation lemma. For the purpose of this paper, it is convenient to
work in the general framework of S-modules in the sense of Jones-Kassel [33, 35]. An S-module
is given by a chain complex of k-modules pC‚, dq and a chain map S : C‚ Ñ C‚´2 of degree ´2,
which is called periodicity operator. Given a mixed complex C, the associated cyclic complex C6 is
an S-module. When C is a cyclic k-module, then its Connes’ cyclic complex pCλ‚ , bq and the total
complex of its cyclic bicomplex (in the sense of Tsygan [51] and Loday-Quillen [38]) both give
rise to S-modules. There is a natural notion of S-module maps. Given S-modules C “ pC‚, d, Sq
and sC “ p sC‚, d, Sq, we shall say that two S-module maps f : C‚ Ñ sC‚ and g : C‚ Ñ sC‚ are S-
homotopic when there is an S-module map h : C‚ Ñ sC‚`1 such that f´g “ dh`hd. This naturally
leads us to notions of S-homotopy inverses of S-module maps and S-homotopy equivalences of
S-modules.
As with mixed complexes, for any S-module C “ pC‚, d, Sq, the S-operator gives rise to a
periodic chain complex C7 “ pC7‚, dq, where C‚ “ limÐÝS
C2q`‚. Any S-module map f : C‚ Ñ sC‚
between S-modules induce a chain map C7‚ Ñ sC7‚. This chain map is a quasi-isomorphism (resp.,
homotopy equivalence), whenever f is a quasi-isomorphism (resp., an S-homotopy equivalence).
A para-S-module is given by the datum of pC‚, b, Sq, where Cm, m ě 0, are k-modules and
d : C‚ Ñ C‚´1 and S : C‚ Ñ C‚´2 are k-module maps commuting with each other such that
d2 “ p1 ´ T qS, where T : C‚ Ñ C‚ is a k-module map commuting with both d and S. Given
any parachain complex C, its cyclic pseudo-complex is an example of para-S-module. Notions of
para-S-module maps and S-homotopies of para-S-module maps make sense in the same way as
in the context of S-modules. Therefore, although quasi-isomorphisms do not quite make sense
for para-S-modules, S-homotopy inverse of a para-S-module map and S-homotopy equivalence of
para-S-modules do make sense. In particular, we have a notion of S-homotopy inverse for any
S-map of parachain complexes.
Assume further that the category of left k-modules Modpkq has a tensor product in the sense
there is a bifunctor bk : Modpkq ˆModpkq Ñ Modpk
1q, where k1 is a sub-ring of k containing
Z. When k is commutative we shall take this tensor product to be the usual tensor product of
k-modules, in which case k1 “ k. Given two parachain complexes of k-modules C “ pC‚, b, Bq
and C “ pC , b, Bq we then can form their tensor product C bk C as the parachain bicomplex of
k1-modules pC‚ bk C‚,sb, sB, b,Bq, where we have denoted by psb, sBq (resp., pb, Bq) the operators
pb b 1, B b 1q (resp., p1 b b, 1 b Bq). If C “ pC‚, d, s, tq and C “ pC‚, d, s, tq, then we similarly
define their tensor product C b C as a bi-paracyclic k1-module pC‚ b C‚, sd, s,st, d, s, tq.
The perturbation theory of Brown [8] and Kassel [35] can be extended without much difficulties
to the setting of para-S-modules. The details will appear in the forthcoming paper [49]. In what
follows, we will only need the following result.
Lemma 1.1 ([49]). Let C “ pC‚, b, Bq and sC “ pC‚, b, 0q be parachain complexes of k-modules,
where the B-differential of sC is zero. Let f : C‚ Ñ sC‚ be a parachain complex map, and assume
that the induced chain map f : pC‚, bq Ñ p sC‚, bq has a homotopy inverse g : sC‚ Ñ C‚. Then
(1) The associated S-map f : C6‚ Ñ sC6‚ has an explicit S-homotopy inverse S-map g6 : sC6 Ñ
C6 whose zeroth degree component is g.
(2) For any parachain complex C , the S-maps f b 1 : Tot‚pC bk C q
6 Ñ Tot‚p sC bk C q6 and
g b 1 : Tot‚p sC bk C q6 Ñ Tot‚pC bk C q6 are S-homotopy inverses of each other.
Remark 1.2. When sC has a non-zero B-differential sB, a more general version of Lemma 1.1 holds
at the expense of replacing sB by an auxiliary differential B˜, which need agree with sB (see [35, 49]).
1.4. The Bi-paracyclic Eilenberg-Zilber theorem. Given a bisimplicial k-module C, the
Eilenberg-Zilber theorem asserts that the shuffle map : Tot‚pCq Ñ Diag‚pCq and the Alexander-
Whitney map AW : Diag‚pCq Ñ Tot‚pCq are quasi-inverse chain maps. The first generalization
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of the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem to bi-cyclic modules is due to Hood-Jones [31]. This was further
extended to cylindrical modules by Getzler-Jones [26] (see also [36, 52]). More precisely, given any
cylindrical k-module C, the cyclic complexes TotpCq6 and DiagpCq6 are quasi-isomorphic.
We actually need a version of the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem for bi-paracyclic modules. In this
context Tot‚pCq6 and DiagpCq6 need not be chain complexes anymore. However, they are para-
S-modules, and so it makes sense to speak about an S-homotopy equivalence between them.
Bauval [3] established such an equivalence when C is a bi-cyclic module. More generally, by
extending the approach of [3] to the bi-paracyclic setting we obtain the following result.
Proposition 1.3 ([49]). Let C be a bi-paracyclic k-module. Then there are explicit S-maps

6 : Tot‚pCq
6 Ñ Diag‚pCq
6 and AW6 : Diag‚pCq
6 Ñ Tot‚pCq
6 which are S-homotopic inverses
whose respective zeroth degree components are the shuffle and Alexander-Whitney maps.
2. Triangular S-Modules and Spectral Sequences
In this section, we introduce and study “cylindrical versions” of para-S-modules.
Definition 2.1. A (horizontal) triangular para-S-module is given by the datum of pC‚,‚, sd, b, B, Sq,
where Cp,q, p, q ě 0, are k-modules, pC‚,q, sd, Sq is a para-S-module and pCp,‚, b, Bq is a parachain
complex for all p, q ě 0, the horizontal operators pd, Sq both commute with each of the vertical
differentials pb, Bq. We say that such a datum is a triangular S-module when sd2`pbB`BbqS “ 0.
Given a triangular para-S-module C “ pC‚,‚, sd, b, B, Sq we can form its total para-S-module as
TotpCq “ pTot‚pCq, d
:, Sq, where TotmpCq “
À
p`q“m Cp,q and d
: “ sd` p´1qppb ` BSq on Cp,q.
When C is a triangular S-module the condition d2 ` pbB ` BbqS “ 0 ensures us that pd:q2 “ 0,
and so we actually obtain an S-module.
If C “ pC‚,‚,sb, sB, b,Bq is a parachain bicomplex, then TotpCq6 is the total para-S-module of
the triangular para-S-module C sσ :“ pC sσ‚,‚,sb` sBS, b, B, Sq, where C sσp,q “ Cp,q ‘ Cp´2,q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ and
S is the periodicity operator of TotpCq6, which we regard as an operator S : C sσ‚,‚ Ñ C sσ‚´2,‚.
Triangular para-S-modules provide us with a natural framework for defining the tensor product
of (para-)S-modules with mixed complexes and parachain complexes. Suppose we have a tensor
product bk : Modpkq ˆ Modpkq Ñ Modpk
1q as in Section 1. Let C “ pC‚, d, Sq be a para-S-
module of k-modules and C “ pC‚, b, Bq a parachain complex of k-modules. We then form the
tensor product C bk C as the triangular para-S-module pC
6
‚ bk C‚, d, b, B, Sq, where we have
denoted by pd, Sq (resp., pb, Bq) the operators pdb 1, S b 1q (resp., p1 b b, 1bBq).
There is a natural spectral sequence attached with any triangular S-module C “ pC‚,‚, sd, b, B, Sq.
Let tFppCqupě0 be the filtration by columns of TotpCq, so that FppCqp`q “ C0,p`q‘¨ ¨ ¨‘Cp,q. This
is a filtration of chain complexes, and so it gives rise to a spectral sequence tErp,qurě0 converging to
H‚pTotpCqq. The E
1-term is E1p,q “ H
v
p,qpCq, where H
v
p,qpCq is the pq` 1q-th homology k-module
of the chain complex pCp,‚, bq, p ě 0. The relation d
2 ` pbB ` BbqS “ 0 implies that sd induces a
differential on Hv‚,qpCq for all q ě 0. We denote by H
h
‚H
v
q pCq the homology of pH
v
‚,qpCq,
sdq, q ě 0.
This gives the E2-term. Therefore, we arrive at the following statement.
Proposition 2.2. Let C “ pC‚,‚, sd, b, B, Sq be a triangular S-module. Then the filtration by
columns of TotpCq gives rise to a spectral sequence E2p,qpCq “ H
h
pH
v
q pCq ñ Hp`qpTotpCqq.
In Definition 2.1 the roles of rows and columns are not symmetric. Interchanging their roles
leads us to the following definition.
Definition 2.3. A vertical triangular para-S-module is given by the datum of pC‚,‚,sb, sB, d, Sq,
where Cp,q, p, q ě 0, are k-modules, pCp,‚, d, Sq is a para-S-module and pC‚,q,sb, sBq is a parachain
complex for all p, q ě 0, the vertical operators pd, Sq both commute with each of the horizontal
differentials pb, Bq. We say that such a datum is a vertical triangular S-module when psb sB` sBsbqS`
d2 “ 0.
Any vertical triangular para-S-module C “ pC‚,‚,sb, sB, d, Sq gives rise to a total para-S-module
TotpCq “ pTot‚pCq, d
:, Sq, where d: “ sb ` sBS ` p´1qd on Cp,q. We obtain an S-module when
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C is a triangular S-module. If C “ pC‚,‚,sb, sB, b,Bq is a parachain bicomplex, then TotpCq6 is
the total para-S-module of the vertical triangular para-S-module Cσ “ pCσ‚,‚,
sb, sB, b ` BS, Sq,
where Cσp,q “ Cp,q ‘Cp,q´2‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ and S is the periodicity operator of TotpCq
6, seen as an operator
S : Cσ‚,‚ Ñ C
σ
‚,‚´2.
Suppose that we have a tensor product on Modpkq as above. Then given a parachain complex
C “ pC , b, Bq and a para-S-module C “ pC‚, d, Sq, we define the tensor product C bk C as the
vertical para-S-module pC‚ bk C, b,B, d, Sq.
For any vertical triangular S-module C “ pC‚,‚,sb, sB, d, Sq, the filtration by rows of TotpCq
defines a spectral sequence tErp,qpCqu converging to its homology. For p, q ě 0, let H
h
p,qpCq be
the pp` 1q-th homology k-module of the chain complex pC‚,q,sbq. This gives the E1-term. For all
p ě 0, we get a chain complex pHhp,‚pCq, dq whose homology is denoted by H
v
‚H
h
p pCq. This gives
the E2-term, and so we arrive at the following result.
Proposition 2.4. Let C be a vertical triangular S-module. Then the filtration by rows of TotpCq
gives rise to a spectral sequence E2p,qpCq “ H
v
pH
h
q pCq ñ Hp`qpTotpCqq.
In the case of a cylindrical C we have a horizontal triangular S-module C sσ and a vertical S-
module sCσ whose total S-modules agree with the cyclic complex TotpCq6. Therefore, we obtain
two spectral sequences tErp,qpC
sσqu and tErp.qpCσqu that converge to HC‚pTotpCqq. For p, q ě 0
let Hvp,qpCq be the pq ` 1q-th homology k-module of the chain complex pCp,‚, bq. The differentialssb and sB descend to differentials on Hv‚,qpCq. These differentials anticommute with each other,
and so we obtain a mixed complex Hvq pCq “ pH
v
‚,q,
sb, sBq. We then have Hvp,qpC sσq “ Hvp,qpCq
and HhpH
v
q pCq “ HCppH
v
q pCqq. We similarly define horizontal ordinary homology k-modules
Hhp,qpCq and vertical mixed complexes H
h
p pCq “ pHp,‚, b, Bq, so that H
h
p,qpC
σq “ Hhp,qpCq and
HvqH
h
p pC
σq “ HCqpH
h
p pCqq. Therefore, we obtain the following result.
Proposition 2.5. Let C be a cylindrical complex. Then the filtration by columns of TotpC sσq and
the filtration by rows of TotpCσq give rise to spectral sequences,
E2p,qpC
sσq “ HCppHvq pCqq ñ HCp`qpTotpCqq, E2p,qpCσq “ HCppHhq pCqq ñ HCp`qpTotpCqq.
Remark 2.6. The spectral sequence of Getzler-Jones [26] is a special case of spectral sequence
E2p,qpC
σq.
From now on, we assume that k is a commutative ring containing Q. In addition, we let Γ be
a group acting on a unital k-algebra A.
3. The Cylindrical Complexes CφpΓ,C q
As we shall show in the next section, the computation of the cyclic homology of the crossed-
product algebra A ¸ Γ reduces to the cyclic homology of some cylindrical complexes CφpΓ,C q.
The goal of this section is to present the construction of those cylindrical complexes.
The standard cyclic kΓ-module of Γ is CpΓq “ pC‚pΓq, d, s, tq, where CmpΓq “ kΓ
m`1, m ě 0,
and the structural operators pd, s, tq are given by
dpψ0, . . . , ψmq “ pψ0, . . . , ψm´1q,(3.1)
spψ0, . . . , ψmq “ pψm, ψ0, . . . , ψmq,(3.2)
tpψ0, . . . , ψmq “ pψm, ψ0, . . . , ψm´1q, ψj P Γ.(3.3)
Its geometric realization is the universal contractible Γ-bundle EΓ (a.k.a. Milnor’s construction).
Its b-differential is the standard group differential,
(3.4) Bpψ0, . . . , ψmq “
ÿ
0ďjďm
p´1qjpψ0, . . . , ψˆj , . . . , ψmq, ψj P Γ.
Given any kΓ-module M , the group homology H‚pΓ,M q is the homology of the chain complex
pC‚pΓ,M q, Bq, where CmpΓ,M q “ CmpΓq bΓ M , m ě 0. The group cohomology H
‚pΓ,M q is
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the cohomology of the dual cochain complex pC‚pΓ,M q, Bq, where CmpΓ,M q consists of all Γ-
equivariant maps u : Γm`1 Ñ M and Bu “ u ˝ B. When M “ k we recover the homology and
cohomology of the classifying space BΓ “ EΓ{Γ with coefficients in k.
Let φ be a central element of Γ. We can use φ to twist the cyclic module structure of C‚pΓq
to get the paracyclic kΓ-module CφpΓq “ pC‚pΓq, d, sφ, tφq, where the end-face d is given by (3.1)
and the operators psφ, tφq are given by
sφpψ0, . . . , ψmq “ pφ
´1ψm, ψ0, . . . , ψmq,
tφpψ0, . . . , ψmq “ pφ
´1ψm, ψ0, . . . , ψm´1q, ψj P Γ.
For φ “ 1 we recover the cyclic kΓ-module CpΓq. The simplicial module structures of CφpΓq and
CpΓq agree, and so the b-differential of CφpΓq is the group differential B given by (3.4). Note also
that tm`1φ pψ0, . . . , ψmq “ pφ
´1ψ0, . . . , φ
´1ψmq, i.e., t
m`1
φ agrees with the action of φ
´1 on CmpΓq.
In what follows, we shall call φ-parachain complex (of kΓ-modules) any parachain complex of
kΓ-modules C “ pC‚, b, Bq such that the operator T “ 1´pbB`Bbq is given by the action of φ
´1.
We also define a φ-paracyclic kΓ-module as a paracyclic kΓ-module C “ pC‚, d, s, tq such that
tm`1 is given by the action of φ´1. That is, the associated parachain complex is a φ-parachain
complex. (A φ-paracylic k-module is also a θ-cyclic object in the sense of Crainic [20].) When
φ “ 1 a parachain complex (resp., φ-paracyclic module) is just a usual mixex complex (resp.,
cyclic module).
The paracyclic kΓ-module CφpΓq is a φ-paracyclic module. Another example of φ-paracyclic
kΓ-module is the twisted cyclic kΓ-module CφpAq “ pC‚pAq, dφ, s, tφq, where the extra degeneracy
s is given by (1.2) and the operators pdφ, tφq are given by
dφpa
0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b amq “ pφ´1amq b a0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b am,
tφpa
0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b amq “ pφ´1amq b a0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b am´1, aj P A.
Given (left) kΓ-modules M1 and M2 we shall denote by M1 bΓ M2 their tensor product over
kΓ, i.e., the quotient of M1 bk M2 by the action of Γ. This provides us a with a bifunctor from
ModpkΓq ˆModpkΓq to Modpkq. Therefore, if C and C 1 are parachain complexes of kΓ-modules
(resp., paracyclic kΓ-modules), then we can form their tensor product C bΓ C
1 as in Section 1 to
get a parachain bicomplex of k-modules (resp., a bi-paracyclic k-modules). We observe that when
C and C 1 are φ-parachain complexes (resp., φ-paracyclic modules), the tensor product C bΓ C
1
is a cylindrical complex (resp., a cylindrical k-module).
In the following, when C is a φ-parachain complex of kΓ-module (resp., φ-paracyclic kΓ-module)
we shall denote by CφpΓ,C q the cylindrical complex (resp., cylindrical k-module) CφpΓq bΓ C .
We shall use the notation CφpΓ,Aq for C “ CφpAq.
Remark 3.1. The diagonal cyclic k-module DiagpCφpΓ,Aqq is isomorphic to the cyclic k-module
AφrΓs
66 of Feigin-Tsygan [24, §§4.1]. It is also isomorphic to the cyclic k-module L˜pA,Γ, φq of
Nistor [42, §§2.5].
Remark 3.2. The cylindrical module CφpΓ,Aq itself is isomorphic to the cylindrical k-module A6φ
of Getzler-Jones [26, §4]. The main difference between the cylindrical modules CφpΓ,Aq and A6φ
lies in the fact that the former is realized as a tensor product over Γ of two paracyclic kΓ-modules.
From a geometric point of view, this is the natural simplicial counterpart to Borel’s construction of
the homotopy quotient EΓˆΓM . This makes the computations be somewhat more transparent.
Finally, it can be shown that the tensor products CmpΓq bΓ ´, m ě 0, are exact functors from
ModpkΓq to Modpkq. Therefore, we obtain the following functoriality result.
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that α : C‚ Ñ C
1
‚ is a quasi-isomorphism of φ-parachain complexes.
Then the mixed complex map αb 1 : Tot‚pC
φpΓ,C qq Ñ Tot‚pC
φpΓ,C 1qq is a quasi-isomorphism.
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4. Splitting along Conjugacy Classes.
In this section, we explain how the computation of the cyclic homology of crossed-product alge-
bras can be reduced to studying the cyclic structure of cylindrical modules of the type constructed
in the previous section.
In what follows we denote by AΓ the crossed-product algebra A¸Γ. Recall that AΓ is a unital
k-algebra with generators a P A and uφ, φ P Γ, subject to the relations,
a0uφ0a
1uφ1 “ a
0pφ´10 a
1quφ0φ1 , a
j P A, φj P Γ.
Given any φ P Γ, we shall denote by rφs its conjugacy class in Γ. For m ě 0, we also let
CmpAΓqrφs be the submodule of CmpAΓq generated by elementary tensor products a
0uφ0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b
amuφm , with a
0, . . . , am in A and φ0, . . . , φm in Γ such that φ0 ¨ ¨ ¨φm P rφs. This condition
is invariant under the action of the structural operators pd, s, tq of the cyclic k-module CpAΓq.
Therefore, we obtain a cyclic submodule CpAΓqrφs. We then have the following decomposition of
cyclic k-modules,
(4.1) C‚pAΓq “
à
C‚pAΓqrφs,
where the sum goes over all conjugacy classes in Γ. This provides us with a corresponding decom-
position of cyclic complexes along with a canonical inclusion of periodic cyclic complexes. Let us
denote by HC‚pAΓqrφs (resp., HP‚pAΓqrφs) the cyclic homology (resp., periodic cyclic homology)
of CpAΓqrφs. Then we have the following splitting and canonical inclusion of graded k-modules,
(4.2) HC‚pAΓq “
à
HC‚pAΓqrφs and
à
HP‚pAΓqrφs Ă HP‚pAΓq.
Moreover, the inclusion above is actually onto when Γ has a finite number of conjugacy classes.
Let φ P Γ and denote by Γφ its centralizer in Γ. As φ is a central element of Γφ, we may
form the cylindrical complex CφpΓφ,Aq as in Section 3. We have a natural embedding of cyclic
k-modules µφ : Diag‚pC
φpΓφ,Aqq Ñ C‚pAΓqrφs given by
(4.3) µφ
`
pψ0, . . . , ψmq bΓφ pa
0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b amq
˘
“
rpψ´1m φq ¨ a
0su
φψ
´1
m ψ0
b pψ´10 ¨ a
1qu
ψ
´1
0
ψ1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pψ´1m´1 ¨ a
mqu
ψ
´1
m´1ψm
.
This embedding can be shown to be a quasi-isomorphism by using Shapiro’s lemma. Furthermore,
when φ “ 1 the embedding µ “ µ1 is actually is an isomorphism of cyclic k-modules. Its inverse
µ´1 : C‚pAΓqr1s Ñ Diag‚pCpΓ,Aqq is such that, for all a
0, . . . , am in A and φ0, . . . , φm in Γ with
φ0 ¨ ¨ ¨φm “ 1, we have
(4.4) µ´1
`
a0uφ0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b a
muφm
˘
“
´
φˆ0, . . . , φˆm
¯
bΓ
´
a0 b pφˆ0 ¨ a
1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pφˆm´1 ¨ a
mq
¯
,
where we have set φˆj “ φ0 ¨ ¨ ¨φj , j “ 0, . . . ,m´ 1.
Combining all this with the bi-paracyclic Eilenberg-Zilber theorem (Proposition 1.3) we then
arrive at the following statement.
Proposition 4.1. Let φ P Γ. Then the following are quasi-isomorphisms,
(4.5) Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6

6
ÝÝÝáâ Ý
AW6
Diag‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6 µφ
ÝÝÑ C‚pAΓq
6
rφs.
There are similar results at the level of the corresponding periodic cyclic complexes.
The splitting and inclusion in (4.2) reduce the computation of the cyclic homology and periodic
cyclic homology of AΓ to the study of the cyclic k-modules CpAΓqrφs. Combining Proposition 4.1
with Lemma 1.1 and Proposition 3.3 further shows that the study of CpAΓqrφs can be split into
studying separately each of the φ-paracyclic kΓφ-modules C
φpΓφq and C
φpAq.
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5. The Cyclic Module CpAΓqrφs (Finite Centralizer Case)
Suppose that Γ is finite and φ is a central element of Γ. Let Cpkq be the trivial complex
pC‚pkq, 0, 0q, where C0pkq “ k and Cmpkq “ t0u for m ě 1. We observe that, given any φ-
parachain complex C “ pC‚, b, Bq the mixed complex Tot‚pCpkq bΓ C q is canonically identified
with the Γ-invariant subcomplex C Γ “ pC Γ‚ , b, Bq, where C
Γ
m is the Γ-invariant submodule of Cm.
Note also that C Γ is naturally a mixed complex, since bB `Bb “ 1´ φ´1 “ 0 on C Γ‚ .
Let pi0 : C
φ
‚ pΓq Ñ C‚pkq be the kΓ-module map such that pi0 “ 0 in degree m ě 1 and
pi0pψq “ 1 for all ψ P Γ in degree 0. This is a map of parachain complexes. Moreover, the
natural inclusion ιΓ : C‚pkq Ñ C‚pΓq is a right-inverse and homotopy left-inverse of the chain map
pi0 : pC
φ
‚ pΓq, Bq Ñ pC‚pkq, 0q. Therefore, by using Lemma 1.1 we obtain the following result.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that Γ is finite and φ is a central element of Γ.
(1) The S-map pi0 : C
φ
‚ pΓq
6 Ñ C‚pkq
6 has an explicit right-inverse and S-homotopy left-inverse
ι
6
Γ : C‚pkq
6 Ñ Cφ‚ pΓq
6, which is an S-map whose zeroth degree component is ιΓ.
(2) For any φ-parachain complex C , the S-map ι6Γ : C
Γ,6
‚ Ñ Tot‚pC
φpΓ,C qq6 is a right-inverse
and S-homotopy left-inverse of pi0 b 1 : Tot‚pC
φpΓ,C qq6 Ñ C Γ,6‚ .
In particular, the 2nd part of Proposition 5.1 implements an explicit deformation retract of
TotpCφpΓ,C qq6 onto C Γ,6. Combining this with Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 4.1 we arrive at
the following statement.
Theorem 5.2. Let φ P Γ have a finite centralizer, and suppose we are given a quasi-isomorphism
of φ-parachain complexes α : Cφ‚ pAq Ñ C‚.
(1) We have explicit quasi-isomorphisms of cyclic complexes,
C
Γφ,6
‚
π0bαÐÝÝÝ Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6

6
ÝÝÝáâ Ý
AW6
Diag‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6 µφ
ÝÝÑ C‚pAΓq
6
rφs.
Moreover, if α has a quasi-inverse (resp., homotopy inverse) β : C‚ Ñ C
φ
‚ pAq, then
p1b βqι6Γφ is a quasi-inverse (resp., homotopy inverse) of pi0 b α.
(2) There are analogous statements for the corresponding periodic cyclic complexes.
(3) This provides us with isomorphisms HC‚pAΓqrφs » HC‚pC
Γφq and HP‚pAΓqrφs » HP‚pC
Γφq.
Remark 5.3. The isomorphisms of the 3rd part are well known. For instance, they can be de-
duced from the spectral sequence of Feigin-Tsygan [24] (see also [26]). The novelty is that these
isomorphisms follow from explicit quasi-isomorphisms.
Remark 5.4. The zeroth degree part of the S-map ppi0 b αqAW
6 is ppi0 b αqAW and is given by
ppi0 b αqAW
`
pψ0, . . . , ψmq bΓφ pa
0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b amq
˘
“ νΓφαpa
0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b amq,
where νΓφ : C‚ Ñ C
Γφ is given by the average over the action of Γφ. The zeroth degree part of
the S-map µφ
6 ι
6
Γφ
is equal to µφ  ιΓφ , and so it is given by
µφ  ιΓφpa
0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b amq “ a0uφ b a
1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b am, aj P A.
This provides us with a quasi-isomorphism from the twisted Hochschild complex of CφpAqΓφ to
the Hochschild complex of CpAΓqrφs (see also [21]).
6. The Cyclic Module CpAΓqrφs (Finite Order Case)
In this section, we look at the case where φ has finite order. Let us first assume that φ is a central
element of Γ of order r, r P N. We shall relate CφpΓq to the mixed complex C5pΓq “ pCpΓq, B, 0q.
In what follows given a φ-invariant mixed complex of kΓ-modules C “ pC‚, b, Bq, we shall denote
by C5pΓ,C q the mixed bicomplex of k-modules C5pΓq bΓ C . More generally, if C “ pC‚, b, Bq is a
φ-parachain complex, then we have a φ-invariant subcomplex C φ “ pC φ‚ , b, Bq, where C
φ
m is the φ-
invariant submodule of Cm. Note that C
φ is actually a mixed complex, since bB`Bb “ 1´φ´1 “ 0
on C φ‚ . This allows us to form the mixed bicomplex C5pΓ,C φq.
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Bearing this in mind, let νφ : C‚pΓq Ñ C‚pΓq be the kΓ-module map defined by
(6.1) νφpψ0, . . . , ψmq “
1
rm`1
ÿ
0ďjďm
ÿ
0ďℓjďr´1
pφℓ0ψ0, . . . , φ
ℓmψmq, ψj P Γ.
In other words νφ is the projection onto the φ-invariant submodule ppkΓq
φqbpm`1q Ă pkΓqbpm`1q »
CmpΓq. When φ “ 1 this is just the identity map. We also let ε : C‚pΓq Ñ C‚pΓq be the
antisymmetrization map,
(6.2) εpψ0, . . . , ψmq “
1
pm` 1q!
ÿ
σPSm
pψσ´1p0q, . . . , ψσ´1pmqq, ψj P Γ,
where Sm is the group of permutations of t0, . . . ,mu.
As νφ and ε both are projections and commute with each other, the composition ενφ is a
projection as well. It can be checked that ενφ : C
φ
‚ pΓq Ñ C5pΓq is a map of parachain complexes
and the induced ordinary chain map ενφ : pC‚pΓq, Bq Ñ pC‚pΓq, Bq is chain homotopic to the
identity (compare [12, 39]). Since this is a projection, this means that we have a homotopy
involution. In addition, we observe, that given any φ-parachain complex, the map pενφq b 1 :
C‚pΓq bΓ C‚ Ñ C‚pΓq bΓ C‚ maps to C‚pΓq b C
φ
‚ , so that we obtain a parachain bicomplex map
pενφq b 1 : C
φ
‚,‚pΓ,C q Ñ C5‚,‚pΓ,C
φq. Therefore, by using Lemma 1.1 we obtain the following
result.
Proposition 6.1. Suppose that φ is a central element of Γ of finite order.
(1) The S-map ενφ : C
φ
‚ pΓq
6 Ñ C5‚pΓq
6 has an explicit S-homotopy inverse pενφq
5 : C5‚pΓq
6 Ñ
C
φ
φ pΓ,C q
6, which is an S-map whose zeroth degree component is ενφ.
(2) For any φ-parachain complex C , the S-maps pενφqb1 : Tot‚pC
φpΓ,C qq6 Ñ Tot‚pC
5pΓ,C φqq6
and pενφq
5 b 1 : Tot‚pC
5pΓ,C φqq6 Ñ Tot‚pC
φpΓ,C qq6 are S-homotopy inverses.
Combining Proposition 6.1 with Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 4.1 gives the following result.
Theorem 6.2. Let φ P Γ have finite order, and suppose we are given a quasi-isomorphism of
φ-parachain complexes α : Cφ‚ pAq Ñ C‚.
(1) We have explicit quasi-isomorphisms of cyclic complexes,
(6.3) Tot‚
´
C5pΓφ,C
φq
¯6 pενφqbα
ÐÝÝÝÝÝ Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6

6
ÝÝÝáâ Ý
AW6
Diag‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6 µφ
ÝÝÑ C‚pAΓq
6
rφs.
Moreover, if α has a quasi-inverse (resp., homotopy inverse) β : C‚ Ñ C
φ
‚ pAq, then
pενφq
5 b β is a quasi-inverse (resp., homotopy inverse) of pενφq b α.
(2) There are analogous statements for the corresponding periodic cyclic complexes.
(3) This provides us with isomorphisms,
HCpAΓqrφs » HC‚pTotpC
5pΓφ,C
φqqq, HPpAΓqrφs » HP‚pTotpC
5pΓφ,C
φqqq.
Remark 6.3. When A “ k the crossed-product algebra AΓ is just the group ring kΓ. In this case,
we recover the descriptions of HC‚pkΓqrφs and HP‚pkΓqrφs by Burghelea [12].
As mentioned in Section 2, the mixed bicomplex C5pΓφ,C
φq gives rise to two triangular S-
modules. The horizontal triangular S-module is the tensor product C5pΓφq
6bΓφ C
φ. The vertical
triangular S-module is the tensor product C5pΓφq bΓφ C
φ,6. Here C5pΓφq
6 and C φ,6 are regarded
as S-modules and the tensor products are defined as in Section 2. The total S-modules of these
triangular S-modules agree with Tot
`
C5pΓφ,C
φq
˘6
. Combining this with Theorem 6.2 we see
that the spectral sequences associated with these total S-modules give rise to spectral sequences
converging to HC‚pAΓqrφs. More specifically, we have the following statement.
Corollary 6.4. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 6.2 hold.
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(1) The filtrations by rows and columns of Tot‚pC
5pΓφq
6 bΓφ C
φq “ Tot‚
`
C5pΓφ,C
φq
˘6
and
the quasi-isomorphisms (6.3) give rise to spectral sequences,
IE2p,q “ HCp
`
HqpΓφ,C
φq
˘
ùñ HCp`qpAΓqrφs,(6.4)
IIE2p,q “ HppΓφ,HCqpC
φqq ùñ HCp`qpAΓqrφs.(6.5)
Here HqpΓφ,C
φq is the mixed complex pHqpΓφ,C
φq, b, Bq.
(2) The filtration by columns of Tot‚pC
5pΓφq
6 bΓφ C
φq “ Tot‚
`
C5pΓφ,C
φq
˘6
and the quasi-
isomorphisms (6.3) give rise to a spectral sequence,
(6.6) IIIE2p,q ùñ HCp`qpAΓqrφs, where
IE2p,q “ HppΓφ, HqpC
φqq ‘HppΓφ, HqpC
φqq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
and H‚pC
φq is the ordinary homology of C φ.
Remark 6.5. The spectral sequence (6.4) is a refinement of the spectral sequence of Getzler-
Jones [26, Theorem 4.5].
Remark 6.6. As a chain complex TotpCpΓφq bΓφ C
φ,6q is the total complex of the double com-
plex given by the tensor product of the chain complexes pCpΓφq‚, Bq and C
φ,6 “ pC φ,6‚ , b ` BSq.
Therefore, its filtration by columns too is a filtration of chain complexes. It gives rise to the
spectral sequence (6.5). When C “ CφpAq and α “ id we recover the spectral sequence of
Feigin-Tsygan [24, Theorem 4.1.1].
Remark 6.7. The spectral sequence (6.6) seems to be new. Note that its E2-term does not involve
the cyclic structure of CpAΓqrφs.
7. The Cyclic Module CpAΓqrφs (Infinite Order Case)
In this section, we compute the cyclic homology of CpAΓqrφs when φ has infinite order.
7.1. From CφpΓ,C q to CσpΓ,C q. Suppose that φ is a central element of Γ with infinite order. Set
Γ “ Γ{xφy, where xφy is the subgroup generated by φ. The canonical projection spi : Γ Ñ Γ gives
rise to a pΓ,Γq-equivariant paracyclic module map spi : Cφ‚ pΓq Ñ C‚pΓq. Composing this map with
the natural projection pi6 : C‚pΓq
6 Ñ C‚pΓq and the antisymmetrization map ε : C‚pΓq Ñ C‚pΓq
in (6.2), we then obtain a pΓ,Γq-equivariant chain map sε6 : Cφ‚ pΓq6 Ñ C‚pΓq. If M is a φ-invariant
kΓ-module, then the action of Γ on M descends to an action of Γ, and so we obtain a chain mapsε6 b 1 : Cφ‚ pΓ,M q6 Ñ C‚pΓ,M q.
Let CφpΓqλ “ pCφ‚ pΓq
λ, Bq be the Connes complex of CφpΓq, where Cφ‚ pΓq
λ “ C‚pΓq{ ranp1´τφq
with τφ “ p´1q
mtφ on CmpΓq. Note that φ acts like the identity on C
φpΓqλ, and so the action of
Γ descends to an action of Γ. The projection piλ : Cφ‚ pΓq6 Ñ C
φ
‚ pΓqλ is a chain map. Furthermore,
the projection spi : C‚pΓq Ñ C‚pΓq descends to a chain map spi : Cφ‚ pΓqλ Ñ C‚pΓq in such a way
that sε6 “ εspipiλ.
It was shown by Marciniak [39] that the chain complex CφpΓqλ gives rise to a projective res-
olution of the trivial kΓ-module k (see also [12]). It then follows that the chain map εspi has a
homotopy inverse γ : C‚pΓq Ñ C
φ
‚ pΓq
λ. Moreover, it follows from results of Kassel [35] that
there is an explicit graded kΓ-module map ι : C‚pΓq Ñ C‚pΓq
6 such that, for every φ-invariant
kΓ-module M , the k-module map ι b 1 : C‚pΓ,M q Ñ C
φ
‚ pΓ,M q
6 descends to a chain map
pι b 1qλ : C‚pΓ,M q
λ Ñ Cφ‚ pΓ,M q6 which is a homotopy inverse of piλ b 1. Therefore, we arrive
at the following statement.
Lemma 7.1. For any φ-invariant kΓ-module M , the chain maps sε6b1 : Cφ‚ pΓ,M q6 Ñ C‚pΓ,M q
and pιb 1qλpγ b 1q : C‚pΓ,M q Ñ C
φ
‚ pΓ,M q
6 are homotopy inverses. In particular, this provides
us with an isomorphism HC‚pC
φpΓ,M qq » H‚pΓ,M q.
The periodicity operator S : Cφ‚ pΓq Ñ C
φ
‚´2pΓq is closely related to the cap product with
the Euler class eφ P H
2pΓ, kq of the Abelian extension 1 Ñ xφy Ñ Γ Ñ Γ Ñ 1 (cf. [12]). Let
uφ P C
2pΓ, kq be any 2-cocycle representing eφ. The cap product with uφ then gives rise to a chain
map uφ a ´ : H‚pΓq Ñ H‚´2pΓq.
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Lemma 7.2 (compare [32]). There is an explicit pΓ,Γq-equivariant map hφ : C
φ
‚ pΓq6 Ñ C‚´1pΓq
such that sε6S ´ puφ a ´qsε6 “ Bhφ ` hφpB `BφSq.
It immediately follows from Lemma 7.2 that, for any φ-invariant kΓ-module, under the iso-
morphism HC‚pC
φpΓ,M qq » H‚pΓ,M q provided by Lemma 7.1, the periodicity operator of
HC‚pC
φpΓ,M qq is given by the cap product with the Euler class eφ P H
2pΓ, kq.
As the cap product with uφ is a chain map, we obtain an S-module C
σpΓq :“ pC‚pΓq, B, uφ a ´q.
Given any φ-invariant mixed complex C “ pC‚, b, Bq, we shall denote by C
σpΓ,C q the triangular
S-module given by the tensor product CσpΓq bΓ C as defined in Section 2. This gives rise to the
total S-module TotpCσpΓ,C qq “ pTot‚pC
σpΓ,C qq, d:, uφ a ´q, where
(7.1) Totm
`
CσpΓ,C q
˘
“
à
p`q“m
CppΓ,Cqq, d
: “ B ` p´1qpb` p´1qBpuφ a ´q.
We then obtain a chain map θ : Tot‚pC
φpΓ,C qq6 Ñ Tot‚pC
σpΓ,C qq by letting
(7.2) θ “ sε6 b 1` p´1qp´1p1bBqphφ b 1q on Cp,qpΓ,C q.
By using Lemma 7.1, Lemma 7.2, and Proposition 2.2 we then obtain the following result.
Proposition 7.3. For any φ-invariant mixed complex C , the chain map (7.2) is a quasi-isomorphism.
Moreover, we have
θS ´ puφ a ´qS “ d
:phφ b 1q ` phφ b 1qd
:,
where we have also denoted by d: the differential of TotpCφpΓ,C qq6.
7.2. Good infinite order actions. Given a φ-parachain complex C “ pC‚, b, Bq, we can form
its φ-coinvariant complex Cφ “ pCφ,‚, b, Bq, where Cφ,m “ Cm{ ranpφ ´ 1q. Note that Cφ is a
φ-invariant mixed complex. Moreover, the canonical projection pi : C‚ Ñ Cφ,‚ is a parachain
complex map.
Definition 7.4. We shall say that a φ-parachain complex C is good when the canonical projection
pi : C‚ Ñ Cφ,‚ is a quasi-isomorphism.
It can be shown that C is good if and only if it is quasi-isomorphic to a φ-invariant mixed com-
plex. For instance, C is good when we have a splitting C‚ “ C
φ
‚ ‘ranpφ´1q, where C
φ “ kerpφ´1q.
In that case the inclusion of C φ‚ into C‚ is a quasi-isomorphism (see [28, Proposition 2.1]). We
refer to [29, Example 3.10] for an example of φ-paracyclic module which does not give rise to a
good φ-parachain complex.
Definition 7.5. Let φ P Γ. We shall say that the action of φ on A is good when CφpAq is a good
φ-parachain complex.
Remark 7.6. We refer to Section 10 and Section 11 for examples of good actions in the context of
clean actions on manifolds and smooth varieties.
Combining Proposition 7.3 with Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 4.1 gives the following result.
Theorem 7.7. Let φ P Γ have infinite order, and set Γφ “ Γφ{xφy. Assume that the action of φ
on A is good, and let α : Cφ‚ pAq Ñ C‚ be a parachain map and quasi-isomorphism, where C is a
φ-invariant mixed complex.
(1) We have the following quasi-isomorphisms of chain complexes,
(7.3) Tot‚pC
σpΓφ,C qq
θp1bαq
ÐÝÝÝÝ Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6

6
ÝÝÝáâ Ý
AW6
Diag‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6 µφ
ÝÝÑ C‚pAΓq
6
rφs.
This provides us with an isomorphism,
(7.4) HC‚pAΓqrφs » H‚
`
TotpCσpΓφ,C qq
˘
.
(2) Under isomorphism (7.4) the periodicity operator of HC‚pAqrφs is given by the cap product,
eφ a ´ : H‚pTotpC
σpΓφ,C qqq ÝÑ H‚´2pTotpC
σpΓφ,C qqq,
where eφ P H
2pΓφ, kq is the Euler class of the extension 1Ñ xφy Ñ Γφ Ñ Γφ Ñ 1.
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Remark 7.8. When A “ k we recover the description of HC‚pkΓqrφs and HP‚pkΓqrφs by Burghe-
lea [12].
Combining Theorem 7.7 with Proposition 2.2 we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 7.9. Under the assumptions of Theorem 7.7, the quasi-isomorphisms (7.3) and the
filtration by columns of Tot‚pC
σpΓφ,C qq give rise to a spectral sequence,
(7.5) E2p,q “ HppΓφ, HqpC qq ùñ HCp`qpAΓqrφs,
where H‚pC q is the ordinary homology of C . If the b-differential of C is zero, then E
2
p,q “
HppΓφ,Cqq and the E2-level differential is given by p´1q
pBpuφ a ´q : HppΓφ,Cqq ÝÑ Hp´2pΓφ,Cq`1q.
Remark 7.10. For C “ CφpAq and α “ id the spectral sequence (7.5) specializes to the spectral
sequence of Feigin-Tsygan in the infinite order case (Theorem 4.1.1 and Remark 4.1.2 of [24]).
The module of group cochains C‚pΓφ, kq is a differential graded ring under the usual cup
product. The usual cap product then provides us with an associative differential graded action of
C‚pΓφ, kq on C‚pΓφq. By equivariance the cap product extends to a graded bilinear map,
(7.6) ´ a ´ : C‚pΓφq ˆ Tot‚
`
CσpΓφ,C q
˘
ÝÑ Tot‚
`
CσpΓφ,C q
˘
.
We obtain a graded differential action of C‚pΓφ, kq on Tot‚pC
σpΓφ,C qq. Combining this with
Theorem 7.7 we then arrive at the following corollary.
Corollary 7.11. Under the assumptions of Theorem 7.7, the quasi-isomorphisms (7.3) and the
cap product (7.6) give rise to a graded action of the cohomology ring H‚pΓφ, kq on HC‚pAΓqrφs.
The periodicity operator HC‚pAΓqrφs is given by the action of the Euler class eφ. In particular,
HPpAΓqrφs “ 0 whenever eφ is nilpotent in H
‚pΓφ, kq.
Remark 7.12. Nistor [42] proved that, for any infinite order element φ P Γ, the cyclic homology
HC‚pAΓqrφs is a module over H
‚pΓφ, kq and the action of eφ gives the periodicity operator. There-
fore, Corollary 7.11 provides us with a simple derivation of Nistor’s result when the action of φ on
A is good. In this case, we actually get a more precise result since the cap product (7.6) already
provides us with a differential graded action at the level of chains.
7.3. General infinite order actions. For a general action of an infinite order φ P Γ we have
the following result.
Theorem 7.13. Let φ P Γ have infinite order, and set Γφ “ Γφ{xφy. In addition, let α :
C
φ
‚ pAq Ñ C‚ be a quasi-isomorphism of φ-parachain complexes. Then we have the following
quasi-isomorphisms of cyclic complexes,
(7.7) Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,C q
˘6 1bα
ÐÝÝÝ Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6

6
ÝÝÝáâ Ý
AW6
Diag‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6 µφ
ÝÝÑ C‚pAΓq
6
rφs.
These quasi-isomorphisms and the filtration by columns of Tot‚pC
φpΓφq
6bΓφC q “ Tot‚pC
φpΓφqbΓφ
C q6 give rise to a spectral sequence,
(7.8) E2p,q “ HppΓφ, HqpC qq ùñ HCp`qpAΓqrφs.
Sketch of Proof. The quasi-isomorphisms (7.7) follow from Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 4.1.
They provide us with an isomorphism HC‚pAΓqrφs » HC‚pTot‚pC
φpΓφ,C qqq. By Proposition 2.5
the cyclic homology HC‚pTot‚pC
φpΓφ,C qqq is computed by a spectral sequence with E
2-term
HCppH
v
q pC
φpΓ,C qqq. In this case Hvq pC
φpΓφ,C qq is just the mixed complex C
φpΓφ, HqpC qq. By
Lemma 7.1 the cyclic homology of CφpΓφ, HqpC qq is identified with HppΓφ, HqpC qq. This gives
the spectral sequence (7.8) 
Remark 7.14. In the same way as in Remark 7.10, the spectral sequence (7.8) gives back the
spectral sequence of Feigin-Tsygan [24]. Therefore, Theorem 7.13 gives a simple derivation of that
spectral sequence in the infinite order case when k Ą Q.
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The results of Nistor [42] alluded to in Remark 7.12 involve various difficult homological algebra
arguments. We shall now explain how to obtain the results of Nistor as a consequence of a general
and simple coproduct construction for paracyclic modules.
Recall that the ordinary Alexander-Whitney map provides us with a coassociative coproduct
for simplicial modules. For instance, consider the diagonal map δ : C‚pΓ, kq Ñ Diag‚pCpΓ, kq b
CpΓ, kqq given by δpηq “ η b η, η P CmpΓ, kq. This is a map of simplicial modules. Composing
it with the Alexander-Whitney map we obtain a coassociative graded coproduct ∆ :“ AW ˝δ :
C‚pΓ, kq Ñ Tot‚pCpΓ, kqbCpΓ, kqq. By duality this gives rise to the standard cup product on the
group cohomology complex pC‚pΓ, kq, Bq.
Suppose that φ is a central element of Γ. Let δ : CφpΓq Ñ Diag‚pC
φpΓ, kq b CφpΓqq be the
graded kΓ-module map given by
δpψ0, . . . , ψmq “ rpψ0, . . . , ψmq bΓ 1s b pψ0, . . . , ψmq, ψj P Γ.
Here the action of Γ on C‚pΓ, kq b C‚pΓq is on the second factor. We obtain a map of parachain
complexes, and so this gives rise to an S-map CφpΓq6 Ñ DiagpCφpΓ, kq b CφpΓqq. Composing
this map with the bi-paracyclic Alexander-Whitney map from Proposition 1.3 we then obtain an
S-map AW6 ˝δ : CφpΓq6 Ñ TotpCφpΓ, kq b CφpΓqq6.
Let C5pΓ, kq be the mixed complex pC‚pΓq, B, 0q. As εspiBφ “ 0 we get a parachain bicomplex
map pεspiqb1 : Cφ‚ pΓ, kqbCφ‚ pΓq Ñ C5‚pΓ, kqbCφ‚ pΓq. This then gives rise to a parachain S-module
map pεspiq b 1 : TotpCφpΓ, kq b CφpΓqq6 Ñ TotpC5pΓ, kq b CφpΓqq6. As explained in Section 2,
the para-S-module TotpC5pΓ, kq b CφpΓqq6 can be realized as the total para-S-module of some
vertical triangular para-S-module. In the case of TotpC5pΓ, kq b CφpΓqq6 that triangular para-S-
module is the tensor product of the chain complex pCpΓ, kq, Bq with the para-S-module CφpΓq6.
Denote by CpΓ, kq b CφpΓq6 this tensor product, we obtain a para-S-module map pεspiq b 1 :
Tot‚pC
φ
‚ pΓ, kqbCφpΓqq6 Ñ Tot‚pC
5pΓ, kqbCφpΓq6q. Composing it with the S-map AW6 ˝δ above
we obtain a para-S-module map,
∆6 :“ ppεspiq b 1qAW6 ˝δ : CφpΓq6 ÝÑ Tot‚pC5pΓ, kq b CφpΓq6q.
It then follows that, for any φ-parachain complex C , we obtain an S-module map,
∆6 b 1 : Tot‚
`
CφpΓ,C q
˘6
ÝÑ Tot‚
´
C5pΓ, kq b TotpCφpΓ,C qq6
¯
.
Combining this with the duality between C‚pΓ, kq and C
‚pΓ, kq then provides us with a differential
graded bilinear map,
(7.9) Ź : C‚pΓ, kq ˆ Tot‚
`
CφpΓ,C q
˘6
ÝÑ Tot‚
`
CφpΓ,C q
˘6
.
More precisely, given any cochain u P CppΓ, kq, p ě 0, and chains η P Cφ‚ pGq6 and ξ P C‚, we have
uŹ pη bΓ ξq “
“
pub 1q∆6η
‰
bΓ ξ P C
φ
‚´ppΓq
6 bΓ C‚.
To understand the relationship between Ź and the usual cap product it is convenient to con-
struct a twisted version of the antisymmetrization map ε as follows. For p ď m let τ
ppq
φ : CmpΓq Ñ
CmpΓq and N
ppq
φ : CmpΓq Ñ CmpΓq be the kΓ-module maps given by
τ
ppq
φ pψ0, . . . , ψmq “ p´1q
ppφ´1ψp, ψ0, . . . ,xψp, . . . , ψmq, ψj P Γ,
N
ppq
φ “ 1` τ
ppq
φ ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
´
τ
ppq
φ
¯p
.
Note that τ
pmq
φ agrees with τφ “ p´1q
mtφ on C
φ
mpΓq. We then define εφ : C‚pΓq Ñ C‚pΓq by
εφ “
1
pm` 1q!
N
p0q
φ N
p0q
φ ¨ ¨ ¨N
pmq
φ on CmpΓq.
We observe that spiεφ “ spiε “ εspi.
LetM be a φ-invariant kΓ-module. It can be checked that εφb1 : pC‚pΓ,M q, Bq Ñ pC‚pΓ,M q, Bq
is a chain map. Moreover, the graded kΓ-module map pιεφq b 1 : C‚pΓ,M q Ñ C
φ
‚ pΓ,M q
6 de-
scends to a chain map ppιεφq b 1q
λ : C‚pΓ,M q
λ Ñ Cφ‚ pΓ,M q6 such that psε6 b 1qppιεφq b 1qλ “
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psε6 b 1qpι b 1qλ. As pι b 1qλpγ b 1q is a homotopy inverse of psε6 b 1q, it then follows that
ppιεφq b 1q
λpγ b 1q is a homotopy inverse as well.
Lemma 7.15. For any cocycle u P C‚pΓ, kq, we have
psε6 b 1qpuŹ´q ppιεφq b 1qλ pγ b 1q “ u a ´ on H‚pΓ,M q.
Sketch of Proof. The bulk of the proof is to prove the equality,
(7.10) p1b sε6 b 1qp∆6 b 1q rpιεφq b 1sλ pγ b 1q “ pεb εb 1q rpAW δq b 1s .
Once this equality is proved the lemma follows by using the facts that u a ´ “ pub 1qAW δ and
the chain maps ε and pεspiλγq both are B-homotopic to identity maps, and hence induce identity
maps on homology.
To prove (7.10) we observe that its left-hand side is equal to
p1b sε6 b 1q rpεspiq b 1b 1s pAW6b1qpδ b 1q rpιεφq b 1sλ pγ b 1q
“ pεb εb 1qppi6 b pi6 b 1qpAW6b1qpδ b 1qpspi b 1q rpιεφq b 1sλ pγ b 1q
“ pεb εb 1qppi6 b pi6 b 1qpAW6b1qpδ b 1q
“
pεspiλγq b 1‰ .
We then identify the lowest side with the right-hand side of (7.10) by using the following two facts.
First, the antisymmetrization map on C‚pΓq is annihilated by all degenerate chains, including the
chain in the range of the extra degeneracy. Second, the bi-paracyclic Alexander-Whitney map AW6
is precisely built so that its zeroth degree component is given by the ordinary Alexander-Whitney
map. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 7.15 is the key ingredient in the proof of the following result.
Proposition 7.16. Let C be a φ-parachain complex. Then the bilinear map (7.9) descends to an
associative graded action,
Ź : H‚pΓ, kq ˆHC‚
`
TotpCφpΓ,C qq
˘
ÝÑ HC‚
`
TotpCφpΓ,C qq
˘
.
Moreover, the periodicity operator of HC‚
`
TotpCφpΓ,C qq
˘
is given by the action of the Euler class
of the extension 1Ñ xφy Ñ ΓÑ ΓÑ 1.
Sketch of Proof. It is enough to check the result at the E2-level of the spectral sequence of Proposi-
tion 2.2 for CφpΓ,C q. Its E2-term is E2p,q “ HCppC
φpΓ, HqpC qqq. As before HqpC q is a φ-invariant
kΓ-module, and so by Lemma 7.1 the quasi-isomorphism sε6b1 identifies E2p,q with HppΓ, HqpC qq.
Combining this with Lemma 7.15 we then see that at the E2-level the bilinear map Ź is given by
the ordinary cap product on H‚pΓ, HqpC qq. That cap product is associative and by Lemma 7.2
the cap product with the Euler class eφ agrees with the periodicity operator. It then follows that
Ź descends to a graded action of H‚pΓ, kq on HC‚pTotpC
φpΓ,C qqq and the action of eφ gives the
periodicity operator. 
Specializing Proposition 7.16 to C “ CφpAq and using Proposition 4.1 gives the following result.
Theorem 7.17 (compare [42]). Let φ P Γ have infinite order, and set Γφ “ Γφ{xφy.
(1) The quasi-isomorphisms (4.5) and the bilinear map (7.9) for C “ CφpAq give rise to an
action of the cohomology ring H‚pΓφ, kq on the cyclic homology HC‚pAΓqrφs.
(2) The periodicity operator of HC‚pAΓqrφs is given by the action of the Euler class eφ P
H2pΓφ, kq of the extension 1 Ñ xφy Ñ Γφ Ñ Γφ Ñ 1. In particular, HP‚pAΓqrφs “ 0
whenever eφ is nilpotent in H
‚pΓφ, kq.
Remark 7.18. The nilpotence of eφ is closely related to the Bass and idempotent conjectures (see,
e.g., [23, 32]). In particular, eφ is rationally nilpotent for every infinite order element φ P Γ
whenever Γ belongs to one of the following classes of groups: free products of Abelian groups,
hyperbolic groups, and arithmetic groups.
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8. Actions on Locally Convex Algebras
In this section, we explain how to extend the results of the previous sections to the setting of
group actions on locally convex algebras. Throughout this section we let Γ be a group which acts
by continuous algebra automorphisms on a unital locally convex algebra A.
8.1. Splitting along conjugacy classes. Let AΓ be the crossed-product algebra A¸Γ. This is
the unital algebra with generators a P A and uφ, φ P Γ subject to the relations,
a0uφ0a
1uφ1 “ a
0pφ´10 a
1quφ0φ1 , a
j P A, φj P Γ.
As a vector space AΓ is CΓ b A. We endow AΓ with the weakest locally convex topology with
respect to which the linear embeddings A Q a Ñ auφ P AΓ, φ P Γ, are continuous. With respect
to this topology AΓ is a locally convex algebra.
Given any φ P Γ, we denote by rφs its conjugacy class in Γ. In addition, we let CmpAΓqrφs,
m ě 0, be the closure of the subspace of CmpAΓq spanned by tensor products a
0uφ0b¨ ¨ ¨ba
muφm ,
with a0, . . . , am in A and φ0, . . . , φm in Γ such that φ0 ¨ ¨ ¨φm P rφs. This gives rise to a cyclic
subspace CpAΓqrφs. We then have the following direct sum decomposition of cyclic spaces,
(8.1) CpAΓq “
à
CpAΓqrφs,
where the sum goes over all conjugacy classes in Γ. As in Section 4, this provides us with a
corresponding decomposition of cyclic complexes along with a canonical inclusion of periodic cyclic
complexes. Let us denote byHC‚pAΓqrφs (resp., HP‚pAΓqrφs) the cyclic homology (resp., periodic
cyclic homology) of CpAΓqrφs. Then we have the following splitting and canonical inclusion of
graded k-modules,
HCpAΓq “
à
HC‚pAΓqrφs and
à
HP‚pAΓqrφs ĂHPpAΓq.
Moreover, the inclusion above is actually onto when Γ has a finite number of conjugation classes.
Let φ P Γ and denote by Γφ its centralizer in Γ. The structural operators pdφ, s, tφq of the para-
cyclic CΓφ-module C
φpAq uniquely extend to continuous operators on C‚pAq so that we obtain a
paracyclic CΓφ-moduleC
φpAq :“ pC‚pAq, dφ, s, tφq. We denote byC
φpΓφ,Aq the cylindrical space
CφpΓφ,C
φpAqq as defined in Section 3. This is just the tensor product over Γφ of the paracyclic
CΓφ-modules C
φpΓφq and C
φpAq. The space of pp, qq-chains is Cφp,qpΓφ,Aq :“ CppΓφqbΓφCqpAq.
We equip it with the weakest locally convex topology with respect to which the linear embeddings
CqpAq Q ξ Ñ pψ0, . . . , ψpq bΓφ ξ P C
φ
p,qpΓφ,Aq, ψj P Γφ, are continuous. In Section 4 we exhib-
ited a cyclic space embedding and quasi-isomorphism µφ : Diag‚pC
φpΓφ,Aqq Ñ C‚pAΓqrφs given
by (4.3). This embedding is continuous, and so it uniquely extends to a continuous embedding
of cyclic spaces µφ : Diag‚pC
φpΓφ,Aqq Ñ C‚pAΓqrφs. When φ “ 1 we obtain an isomorphism of
cyclic spaces. Like its restriction to Diag‚pC
φpΓφ,Aqq this is a quasi-isomorphism of cyclic spaces.
Therefore, we arrive at the following result.
Proposition 8.1. Let φ P Γ. Then we have the following quasi-isomorphisms of cyclic complexes,
(8.2) Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6

6
ÝÝÝáâ Ý
AW6
Diag‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6 µφ
ÝÝÑ C‚pAΓq
6
rφs.
There are similar results at the level of the corresponding periodic cyclic complexes.
The mixed complex Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6
can be studied exactly in the same way as in Sections 5–7.
Therefore, the main results of these sections for CpAΓqrφs applymutatis mutandis to its completion
CpAqrφs by replacing the twisted cyclic space C
φpAq by its completion CφpAq.
When Γφ is finite, by combining Proposition 8.1 with Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 5.1 we
arrive at the following result.
Theorem 8.2. Suppose that Γφ is finite and we are given a quasi-isomorphism of φ-parachain
complexes α : Cφ‚ pAq Ñ C‚.
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(1) We have explicit quasi-isomorphisms of cyclic complexes,
C
Γφ,6
‚
π0bαÐÝÝÝ Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6

6
ÝÝÝáâ Ý
AW6
Diag‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6 µφ
ÝÝÑ C‚pAΓq
6
rφs.
Moreover, if α has a quasi-inverse (resp., homotopy inverse) β : C‚ Ñ C
φ
‚ pAq, then
p1b βqι6Γφ is a quasi-inverse (resp., homotopy inverse) of pi0 b α.
(2) There are analogous statements for the corresponding periodic cyclic complexes.
(3) This gives rise to isomorphisms,
HCpAΓqrφs » HC‚pC
Γφq and HPpAΓqrφs » HP‚pC
Γφq.
When φ has finite order we can combine Proposition 8.1 with Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 5.1
to get the following result.
Theorem 8.3. Let φ P Γ have finite order, and suppose we are given a quasi-isomorphism of
φ-parachain complexes α : Cφ‚ pAq Ñ C‚.
(1) We have explicit quasi-isomorphisms of cyclic complexes,
(8.3) Tot‚
´
C5pΓφ,C
φq
¯6 pενφqbα
ÐÝÝÝÝÝ Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6

6
ÝÝÝáâ Ý
AW6
Diag‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6 µφ
ÝÝÑ C‚pAΓq
6
rφs.
Moreover, if α has a quasi-inverse (resp., homotopy inverse) β : C‚ Ñ C
φ
‚ pAq, then
pενφq
5 b β is a quasi-inverse (resp., homotopy inverse) of pενφq b α.
(2) There are analogous statements for the corresponding periodic cyclic complexes.
(3) This provides us with isomorphisms,
HCpAΓqrφs » HC‚pTotpC
5pΓφ,C
φqqq and HPpAΓqrφs » HP‚pTotpC
5pΓφ,C
φqqq.
In the same way as with Corollary 6.4, from Theorem 8.3 we deduce the following statement.
Corollary 8.4. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 8.3 hold.
(1) The filtrations by rows and columns of Tot‚pC
5pΓφq
6 bΓφ C
φq “ Tot‚
`
C5pΓφ,C
φq
˘6
and
the quasi-isomorphisms (8.3) give rise to spectral sequences,
IE2p,q “ HCp
`
HqpΓφ,C
φq
˘
ùñ HCp`qpAΓqrφs,
IIE2p,q “ HppΓφ,HCqpC
φqq ùñHCp`qpAΓqrφs.
Here HqpΓφ,C
φq is the mixed complex pHqpΓφ,C
φ
‚ q, b, Bq.
(2) The filtration by columns of Tot‚pC
5pΓφq
6 bΓφ C
φq “ Tot‚
`
C5pΓφ,C
φq
˘6
and the quasi-
isomorphisms (8.3) give rise to a spectral sequence,
IIIE2p,q ùñ HCp`qpAΓqrφs, where
IE2p,q “ HppΓφ, HqpC
φqq ‘HppΓφ, HqpC
φqq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
and H‚pC
φq is the ordinary homology of C φ.
Finally, when φ has infinite order, we shall say that the action of φ on A is topologically good
when CφpAq is a good parachain complex. Bearing this in mind, by combining Proposition 8.1
with Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 7.3 we arrive at the following result.
Theorem 8.5. Let φ P Γ have infinite order, and set Γφ “ Γφ{xφy. Assume that the action of φ
on A is topologically good, and let α : Cφ‚ pAq Ñ C‚ be a parachain quasi-isomorphism, where C is
a φ-invariant mixed complex. Then we have the following quasi-isomorphisms,
(8.4) Tot‚pC
σpΓφ,C qq
θp1bαq
ÐÝÝÝÝ Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6

6
ÝÝÝáâ Ý
AW6
Diag‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6 µφ
ÝÝÑ C‚pAΓq
6
rφs.
This gives rise to an isomorphism,
HC‚pAqrφs » H‚pC
σpΓφ,C qq.
Under this isomorphism, the periodicity operator of HC‚pAqrφs is given by the cap product,
eφ a ´ : H‚pTotpC
σpΓφ,C qqq ÝÑ H‚´2pTotpC
σpΓφ,C qqq,
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where eφ P H
2pΓφ, kq is the Euler class of the extension 1Ñ xφy Ñ Γφ Ñ Γφ Ñ 1.
As with Corollary 7.9, we obtain following consequence of Theorem 8.5.
Corollary 8.6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8.5, the quasi-isomorphisms (8.4) and the
filtration by columns of TotpCσpΓφ,C qq give rise to a spectral sequence,
E2p,q “ HppΓφ, HqpC qq ùñHCp`qpAΓqrφs,
where H‚pC q is the ordinary homology of C . If the b-differential of C is zero, then we have
E2p,q “ HppΓφ,Cqq and the E
2-differential is p´1qpBpuφ a ´q : HppΓφ,Cqq ÝÑ Hp´2pΓφ,Cq`1q.
In the case of general infinite order actions, in the same way as with Theorem 7.13 we obtain
the following result.
Theorem 8.7. Let φ P Γ have infinite order, and suppose we are given a quasi-isomorphism of
parachain complexes α : Cφ‚ pAq Ñ C‚, where C is a φ-parachain complex. Then we have the
following quasi-isomorphisms of cyclic complexes,
Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,C q
˘6 1bα
ÐÝÝÝ Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6

6
ÝÝÝáâ Ý
AW6
Diag‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6 µφ
ÝÝÑ C‚pAΓq
6
rφs.
These quasi-isomorphisms and the filtration by columns of Tot‚pC
φpΓφq
6bΓφC q “ Tot‚pC
φpΓφqbΓφ
C q6 give rise to a spectral sequence,
E2p,q “ HppΓφ, HqpC qq ùñHCp`qpAΓqrφs.
Finally, specializing Proposition 7.16 to C “ CφpAq and using Proposition 8.1 we obtain the
following statement.
Theorem 8.8. Let φ P Γ have infinite order, and set Γφ “ Γφ{xφy.
(1) The quasi-isomorphisms (8.2) and the bilinear map (7.9) for C “ CφpAq give rise to an
action of the cohomology ring H‚pΓφ,Cq on the cyclic homology HC‚pAΓqrφs.
(2) The periodicity operator of HC‚pAΓqrφs is given by the action of the Euler class eφ. In
particular, HP‚pAΓqrφs “ 0 whenever eφ is nilpotent in H
‚pΓφ,Cq.
9. Equivariant Cohomology and Mixed Equivariant Homology
Assume that Γ acts by (smooth) diffeomorphisms on a manifoldM . Let ΩpMq “ pΩ‚pMq, dq be
the de Rham complex of differential forms on M . Recall that the equivariant cohomology H‚ΓpMq
of the Γ-manifold M is the cohomology of the total complex of Bott’s cochain bicomplex,
CΓpMq “ pC
‚,‚
Γ pMq, B, dq , where C
p,q
Γ pMq “ C
ppΓ,ΩqpMqq.
As in Section 3, CppΓ,ΩqpMqq consists of Γ-equivariant maps ω : Γp`1 Ñ ΩqpMq. In other words,
H‚ΓpMq is the cohomology of the cochain complex pTot‚pCΓpMqq, d
:q, where TotmpCΓpMqq “
‘p`q“mC
p,q
Γ pMq and d
: “ B ` p´1qpd on Cp,qΓ pMq. It is isomorphic to the cohomology of the
homotopy quotient EΓˆΓM .
The even/odd equivariant cohomology H
ev{odd
Γ pMq is the cohomology of the complex,
C
ev{odd
Γ pMq “
´
C
ev{odd
Γ pMq, d
:
¯
, where C
ev{odd
Γ pMq “
ź
p`q even/odd
C
p,q
Γ pMq.
This is a natural receptacle for the construction of equivariant characteristic classes (cf. [6]). In
particular, given any Γ-equivariant vector bundle E over M we have a well defined equivariant
Chern character ChΓpEq P H
ev
Γ pMq (see [6]).
We also can define the equivariant homology HΓ‚ pMq of the Γ-manifold M by using a dual
version of Bott’s bicomplex. For our purpose we actually need to construct a ”mixed” version of
equivariant homology. More precisely, we introduce the equivariant mixed bicomplex,
CpΓ,Mq :“ pC‚,‚pΓ,Mq, B, 0, 0, dq , where Cp,qpΓ,Mq “ CppΓq bΓ Ω
qpMq.
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In other words, CpΓ,Mq is the mixed bicomplex C5pΓ,C q of Section 8 associated with the
mixed complex C “ pΩ‚pMq, 0, dq. This gives rise to the mixed complex TotpCpΓ,Mqq “
pTot‚pCpΓ,Mqq, B, p´1q
pdq.
Definition 9.1. The cyclic homology of the mixed complex TotpCpΓ,Mqq is called the mixed
equivariant homology of the Γ-manifoldM and is denoted byHΓ‚ pMq
6. Its periodic cyclic homology
is called the even/odd mixed equivariant homology of M and is denoted by HΓev{oddpMq
7.
The mixed equivariant homology is the natural receptacle of the cap product between equivari-
ant cohomology and group homology. Namely, the usual cap product a: Cp,qΓ pMq ˆ CmpΓ,Cq Ñ
Cm´p,qpΓ,Mq is compatible with the differentials B and d, and so it gives rise to a cap product,
(9.1) a: H
ev{odd
Γ pMq ˆHev{oddpΓ,Cq ÝÑ H
Γ
ev{oddpMq
7.
In particular, caping equivariant characteristic classes with group homology provides us with a
geometric construction of mixed equivariant homology classes.
10. Group Actions on Manifolds
In this section, we assume that Γ is a group acting by diffeomorphisms on a compact manifoldM .
We get an action of Γ by continuous algebra automorphisms on the Fre´chet algebra A :“ C8pMq.
We shall now explain how to use the results of the previous sections for constructing explicit quasi-
isomorphisms for the cyclic and periodic homologies of the crossed-product algebra AΓ “ A¸ Γ.
In what follows, given any φ P Γ, we denote by Mφ its fixed-point set in M .
Definition 10.1 (see [9, 11]). Let φ P Γ. We shall say that the action of φ on M is clean when,
for every x0 PM
φ, the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) The fixed-point set Mφ is a submanifold of M near x0.
(2) We have Tx0M
φ “ kerpφ1px0q ´ 1q and Tx0M “ Tx0M
φ ‘ ranpφ1px0q ´ 1q.
Remark 10.2. The action of φ on M is clean whenever it preserves an affine connection or even a
Riemannian metric. In particular, we always have a clean action when φ has finite order.
Let φ P Γ act cleanly on M . For a “ 0, 1, . . . , dimM , set
Mφa :“ tx PM
φ; dimkerpφ1pxq ´ 1q “ au.
Then Mφa is a submanifold of M of dimension a. We thus obtain a stratification,
Mφ “
ğ
Mφa .
This enables us to define the de Rham complex ΩpMφq “ pΩ‚pMφq, dq as the direct sum of the
de Rham complexes ΩpMφa q. Note also that each component M
φ
a is preserved by the action of
centralizer Γφ of φ. We also define the equivariant bicomplex CΓφpM
φq and the equivariant mixed
bicomplex CpΓφ,M
φq as the direct sums of the bicomplexes CΓφpM
φ
a q and CpΓφ,M
φ
a q, respectively.
This enables us to define the equivariant cohomology H‚ΓφpM
φq and mixed equivariant homology
H
Γφ
‚ pM
φq6 of Mφ. We then have a Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg map αφ : CφpAq Ñ Ω‚pMφq
given by
(10.1) αφpf0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fmq “
1
m!
ÿ
a
pf0df1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dfmq|Mφa , f
j P A.
This is a map of parachain complexes.
Proposition 10.3 (Brylinski [9], Brylinski-Nistor [11]). Let φ P Γ acts cleanly on M . Then the
parachain complex map (10.1) above is a quasi-isomorphism.
Remark 10.4. For φ “ 1 this result is due to Connes [16].
Combining Proposition 10.3 with the results of Sections 8 enables us to construct quasi-
isomorphisms for the cyclic space CpAΓqrφs as follows.
First, when the centralizer Γφ is finite, we have the following result.
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Theorem 10.5. Suppose that Γφ is finite. Then the following are quasi-isomorphisms,
ΩpMφq
Γφ,6
‚
π0bα
φ
ÐÝÝÝÝ Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6

6
ÝÝÝáâ Ý
AW6
Diag‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6 µφ
ÝÝÑ C‚pAΓq
6
rφs.
There are analogous quasi-isomorphisms between the respective periodic cyclic complexes. This
provides us with isomorphisms,
HCmpAΓqrφs »
`
ΩmpMφqΓφ{dΩm`1pMφqΓφ
˘
‘Hm´2pMφqΓφ ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ , m ě 0,(10.2)
HPipAΓqrφs »
à
qě0
H2q`ipMφqΓφ , i “ 0, 1.(10.3)
When Γ is finite, combining (10.2)–(10.3) with (8.1) enables us to express HC‚pAΓq and
HP‚pAΓq in terms of the orbifold cohomology,
H‚pM{Γq :“
à
H‚pMφqΓφ .
In particular, we recover the following result of Baum-Connes.
Corollary 10.6 (Baum-Connes [2]). Suppose that Γ is finite. Then
HP‚pAΓq » H
ev{oddpM{Γq.
Suppose now that φ has finite order. For φ “ 1 Connes [17, 18] constructed an explicit quasi-
isomorphism from C
ev{odd
Γ pMq to the periodic cyclic cochain complex of the homogeneous compo-
nent CpAΓqr1s. More generally, when φ has finite order, by combining Theorem 8.3 and Proposi-
tion 10.3 we obtain the following result.
Theorem 10.7. Let φ P Γ have finite order. We have explicit quasi-isomorphisms,
(10.4)
Tot‚
`
CpΓφ,M
φq
˘6 pενφqbαφ
ÐÝÝÝÝÝÝ Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6 6
ÝÝÝáâ Ý
AW6
Diag‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6 µφ
ÝÝÑ C‚pAΓq
6
rφs.
There are similar quasi-isomorphisms between the respective periodic cyclic complexes. This gives
rise to isomorphisms,
(10.5) HCpAΓqrφs » H
Γφ
‚ pM
φq6 and HPpAΓqrφs » H
Γφ
ev{oddpM
φq7.
Remark 10.8. Brylinski-Nistor [11] (see also Crainic [20]) expressed HC‚pAΓqrφs and HP‚pAΓqrφs
in terms of the equivariant homology ofMφ. We obtain explicit quasi-isomorphisms with the equi-
variant homology complex by combining the quasi-isomorphisms (10.4) with the Poincare´ duality
for the de Rham complex ΩpMφq. In particular, this enables us to recover the aforementioned
results of [11].
Remark 10.9. As mentioned above Connes [17, 18] constructed an explicit cochain map and quasi-
isomorphism from C
ev{odd
Γ pMq to the periodic cyclic cochain complex of the homogeneous compo-
nent CpAΓqr1s. We also obtain from Theorem 10.7 a chain map at the (non-periodic) level. More
precisely, when φ “ 1 the embedding µφ is actually an isomorphism of cyclic modules. Therefore,
we obtain a chain map and quasi-isomorphism,
Tot‚ pCpΓ,Mqq
6 pεbα
1q˝AW6 ˝µ´1
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C‚pAΓq
6
r1s.
where µ´1 : C‚pAΓqr1s Ñ Diag‚pCpΓ,Aqq is given by (4.4).
Let ηφ : H
Γφ
ev{oddpM
φq7 Ñ HPpAΓqrφs be the isomorphism defined by the quasi-isomorphisms (10.4).
Composing it with the cap product (9.1) provides us with the following corollary.
Corollary 10.10. Let φ P Γ have finite order. Then we have a bilinear graded map,
ηφp´ a ´q : H
ev{odd
Γφ
pMφq ˆHev{oddpΓφ,Cq ÝÑ HP‚pAΓqrφs.
In particular, equivariant characteristic classes naturally give rise to classes in HP‚pAΓq.
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The definition of the isomorphism ηφ involves the bi-paracyclic versions of the shuffle and
Alexander-Whitney maps. These maps are given by explicit formulas, but the formulas involve
many terms. We shall now see that we actually get a very simple formula when we pair ηφ with
cocycles arising from equivariant currents.
Let ΩΓpMq “ pΩΓ‚ pMq, dq be the cochain complex of equivariant currents, where Ω
Γ
mpMq,
m ě 0, consists of maps C : ΓÑ ΩmpMq that are Γ-equivariant in the sense that Cpψ
´1
1 ψ0ψ1q “
pψ1q˚rCpψ0qs for all ψj P Γ. (Here ΩmpMq is the space of m-dimensional currents.) Any equivari-
ant current C P ΩΓmpMq defines a cochain ϕC P C
mpAΓq by the formula,
ϕCpf
0uψ0 , . . . , f
muψmq “
1
m!
xCpψq, f0dfˆ1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ dfˆmy, f j P A, φj P Γ,
where we have set ψ “ ψ0 ¨ ¨ ¨ψm and fˆ
j “ f j ˝ pψ0 ¨ ¨ ¨ψj´1q
´1. This provides us with a map of
mixed complexes from pΩΓ‚ pMq, d, 0q to pC
‚pAΓq, B, bq. Therefore, we obtain cochain maps from
between the associated cyclic (resp., periodic) cochain complexes. Note that the periodic complex
of ΩΓpMq is just pΩΓev{oddpMq, dq. The transverse fundamental class of Connes [17] and the CM
cocycle of an equivariant Dirac spectral triple [50] are instances of cocycles arising from equivariant
currents.
In what follows, given any equivariant chain ω “ pωp,qq, ωp,q P Cp,qpΓ,Mq, we shall denote by
ω0 its component in C0,‚pΓ,Mq “ CΓbΓ Ω
‚pMq » Ω‚pMq.
Proposition 10.11. Let φ P Γ have finite order. Then, for any closed equivariant current C P
ΩΓev{oddpMq and any equivariant cycle ω P Cev{oddpΓφ,M
φq, we have
xϕC , η
φpωqy “ xCpφq, ω˜0y,
where ω˜0 P Ω
evpMq is such that ω˜0|Mφ “ ω0.
For instance, let E be a Γφ-equivariant vector bundle over a submanifold componentM
φ
a . Given
any connection ∇E on E, the equivariant Chern character of E is represented by an equivariant
cocycle ChΓφp∇
Eq P CevΓφpM
φ
a q defined as follows. It has components Ch
p
Γφ
p∇Eq P CppΓφ,Ω
‚pMφa qq
given by
Ch0Γφp∇
Eqpψ0q “ Ch
`
pψ0q˚∇
E
˘
,
ChpΓφp∇
Eqpψ0, . . . , ψpq “ p´1q
pCS
`
pψ0q˚∇
E , . . . , pψpq˚∇
E
˘
, ψj P Γφ.
Here Ch is the usual Chern character and CSppψ0q˚∇
E , . . . , pψpq˚∇
Eq is the Chern-Simons form of
the connections pψ0q˚∇
E , . . . , pψpq˚∇
E as defined in [25]. Note that CSppψ0q˚∇
E , . . . , pψpq˚∇
Eq
is an element of CppΓφ,Ω
evpMφa qq (resp., C
ppΓφ,Ω
evpMφa qq) when p is even (resp., odd).
Combining Proposition 10.11 and Corollary 10.10 shows that, for any closed equivariant current
C in ΩΓev{oddpMq such that suppCpφq ĂM
φ and for any cycle ξ P CppΓφ,Cq, we have
xϕC , η
φpChΓp∇
Eq a ξqy “ xCpφq, pChΓp∇
Eq a ξq0y.
Here pChΓp∇
Eq a ξq0 is simple to calculate. If we set ξ “
ř
ℓ λℓpψ
ℓ
0, . . . , ψ
ℓ
pq bΓφ 1, then we have`
ChΓp∇
Eq a ξ
˘
0
“
ÿ
ℓ
p´1qpCS
`
pψℓ0q˚∇
E , . . . , pψℓpq˚∇
E
˘
.
In particular, for the generator 1 :“ 1bΓφ 1 of C0pΓφ,Cq, we get
xϕC , η
φpChΓp∇
Eq a 1qy “ xCpφq,Chp∇Eqy.
Finally, suppose that φ has infinite order and acts cleanly on M . Set Γφ “ Γφ{xφy. As ΩpM
φq
is a φ-invariant mixed complex, we may form the triangular S-module CσpΓφ,ΩpM
φqq and its
total S-module TotpCσpΓφ,ΩpM
φqqq as in Section 7. We observe that the space of m-chains and
the differential of TotpCσpΓφ,ΩpM
φqqq are given by
TotmpC
σpΓφ,ΩpM
φqqq “
à
p`q“m
CppΓφ,Ω
qpMφqq, d: “ B ` p´1qpdpuφ a ´q.
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Here uφ P C
2pΓφ,Cq is any cocycle representing the Euler class eφ P H
2pΓφ,Cq of the extension of
Γφ by Γφ. By combining Theorem 8.5 and Proposition 10.3 we then obtain the following result.
Theorem 10.12. Let φ P Γ have infinite order and act cleanly on M . We have the following
quasi-isomorphisms of chain complexes,
(10.6)
Tot‚pC
σpΓφ,ΩpM
φqqq
θp1bαφq
ÐÝÝÝÝÝ Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6

6
ÝÝÝáâ Ý
AW6
Diag‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6 µφ
ÝÝÑ C‚pAΓq
6
rφs.
This gives rise to the isomorphism,
(10.7) HCpAΓqrφs » H‚
`
Tot‚pC
σpΓφ,ΩpM
φqqq
˘
.
Under this isomorphism, the periodicity operator of HC‚pAqrφs is given by the cap product,
eφ a ´ : H‚
`
TotpCσpΓφ,ΩpM
φqqq
˘
ÝÑ H‚´2pTotpC
σpΓφ,C qqq.
In this context, Corollary 8.6 gives the following statement.
Corollary 10.13. Let φ P Γ have infinite order and act cleanly onM . Then the quasi-isomorphisms (10.6)
and the filtration by columns of Tot‚pC
σpΓφ,ΩpM
φqqq give rise to a spectral sequence,
(10.8) E2p,q “ HppΓφ,Ω
qpMφqq ùñ HCp`qpAΓq.
Moreover, the E2-differential is p´1q
pdpuφ a ´q : HppΓφ,Ω
qpMφqq Ñ Hp´2pΓφ,Ω
q`1pMφqq.
Remark 10.14. Crainic obtained a spectral sequence like (10.8). He then inferred from this that
HCmpAqrφs » ‘p`q“mHppΓφ,Ω
qpMφqq (see [20, Corollary 4.15]). What we really have is the
isomorphism HC‚pAqrφs » H‚
`
TotpCσpΓφ,ΩpM
φqqq
˘
given by Theorem 10.12.
11. Group Actions on Smooth Varieties
In this section, we explain how to obtain analogues of the results of the previous section to
group actions on smooth varieties. Throughout this section we assume that Γ is a group that acts
by biregular isomorphisms on a smooth variety X . This action then gives an action on the algebra
A “ OpXq of regular functions on X . In what follows, given any φ P Γ, we shall denote by Xφ
the fixed-point set of the action of φ on X .
Definition 11.1 (see [7]). Let φ P Γ. We shall say that the action of φ on X is clean when the
following conditions are satisfied:
(1) Xφ is a smooth variety.
(2) Tx0X
φ “ kerpφ1px0q ´ 1q and Tx0X
φ X ranpφ1px0q ´ 1q “ t0u for all x0 P X
φ.
Remark 11.2. When φ has finite order its action on X is always clean.
Let φ P Γ act cleanly. As Xφ is a smooth variety we may form the de Rham mixed complex
pΩ‚pXφq, 0, dq of algebraic forms on Xφ. The twisted Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg map αφ :
CφpAq Ñ Ω‚pXφq is then given by
(11.1) αφpa0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b amq “
1
m!
a0da1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dam, aj P A.
This is a map of parachain complexes. Furthermore, we have the following result.
Proposition 11.3 (Brodzki-Dave-Nistor [7]). Let φ P Γ act cleanly on X. Then the parachain
complex map (11.1) is a quasi-isomorphism.
Remark 11.4. When φ “ 1 the result is due to Loday-Quillen [38] (see also [30]).
Combining Proposition 11.3 with the results of the Sections 5–7 enables us to determine the
cyclic homology of the crossed-product AΓ “ A ¸ Γ in the same way as with group actions on
manifolds in the previous section.
First, when Γφ is finite we have the following result.
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Theorem 11.5. Let φ P Γφ have a finite centralizer Γφ. We have explicit quasi-isomorphisms,
ΩpXφq
Γφ,6
‚
π0bα
φ
ÐÝÝÝÝ Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6

6
ÝÝÝáâ Ý
AW6
Diag‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6 µφ
ÝÝÑ C‚pAΓq
6
rφs.
There are similar quasi-isomorphisms at the level of the periodic cyclic complexes. This provides
us with isomorphisms,
HCmpAΓq »
`
ΩmpXφqΓφ{dΩm`1pXφqΓφ
˘
‘Hm´2pXφqΓφ ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ , m ě 0,(11.2)
HPipAΓq »
à
qě0
H2q`ipXφqΓφ , i “ 0, 1.(11.3)
Remark 11.6. Brodzki-Dave-Nistor [7, Theorem 2.19] obtained the isomorphisms (11.2)–(11.3),
but they did not exhibit explicit quasi-isomorphisms. They also extended the isomorphism (11.3)
to the case where X is non-smooth.
Remark 11.7. When Γ is finite, combining (11.2)–(11.3) with (4.2) enables us to express HC‚pAΓq
and HP‚pAΓq in terms of the (algebraic) orbifold cohomology H
‚pX{Γq :“ ‘H‚pXφqΓφ (cf. [7]).
This is the algebraic version of Corollary 10.6.
More generally, as with group actions on manifolds, when φ has finite order we can relate the
cyclic homology and periodic cyclic homology of CpAΓqrφs to mixed equivariant homology and
equivariant homology for smooth varieties as follows.
We define the equivariant cohomology H‚ΓφpX
φq as the cohomology of the total complex of the
bicomplex CΓφpX
φq “ pC‚,‚Γφ pX
φq, B, dq, where Cp,qΓφ pX
φq consists of all Γφ-equivariant maps ω :
Γp`1φ Ñ Ω
qpXφq. We define the even/odd equivariant cohomology H
ev{odd
Γφ
pXφq as the cohomology
of the complex pC
ev{odd
Γφ
pXφq, B ` p´1qpdq, where C
ev{odd
Γφ
pXφq “
ś
p`q even/oddC
p,q
Γφ
pXφq.
The mixed equivariant bicomplex CpΓφ, X
φq is the mixed bicomplex pC‚,‚pΓφ, X
φq, B, 0, 0, dq,
where Cp,qpΓφ, X
φq “ CppΓφq bΓφ Ω
qpXφq. The mixed equivariant homology H
Γφ
‚ pX
φq6 is the
cyclic homology of the total mixed complex TotpCpΓφ, X
φqq “ pTot‚pCpΓφ, X
φqq, B, p´1qpdq. The
even/odd mixed equivariant homology H
Γφ
ev{oddpX
φq7 is the periodic cyclic homology of TotpCpΓφ, X
φqq.
In the same way as in Section 9, we have a natural (graded) cap product,
(11.4) a: H
ev{odd
Γφ
pXφq ˆHev{oddpΓφ,Cq ÝÑ H
Γφ
ev{oddpX
φq7.
Bearing all this in mind, in the same way as with group actions on manifolds in Section 10,
the mixed equivariant bicomplex CpΓφ, X
φq is the mixed bicomplex C5pΓφ,C
φq for C “ ΩpXφq.
Therefore, by combining Theorem 6.2 with Proposition 11.3 we obtain the following result.
Theorem 11.8. Let φ P Γ have finite order. Then we have explicit quasi-isomorphisms,
(11.5) Tot‚
`
CpΓφ, X
φq
˘6 pενφqbαφ
ÐÝÝÝÝÝÝ Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6 6
ÝÝÝáâ Ý
AW6
Diag‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6 µφ
ÝÝÑ C‚pAΓq
6
rφs.
There are analogous quasi-isomorphisms between the corresponding periodic cyclic complexes. This
provides us with isomorphisms,
HC‚pAΓqrφs » H
Γφ
‚ pX
φq6 and HP‚pAΓqrφs » H
Γφ
‚ pX
φq7.
Let ηφ : H
Γφ
ev{oddpX
φq7 Ñ HP‚pAΓqrφs be the isomorphism defined by the quasi-isomorphisms (11.5).
In the same way as with group actions on manifolds, composing it with the cap product (11.4) we
arrive at the following statement.
Corollary 11.9. Let φ P Γ have finite order. Then we have a bilinear graded map,
ηφp´ a ´q : H
ev{odd
Γφ
pXφq ˆHev{oddpΓφ,Cq ÝÑ HP‚pAΓqrφs.
In particular, equivariant characteristic classes in H
ev{odd
Γφ
pXφq give rise to classes in HP‚pAΓqrφs.
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Finally, suppose that φ has infinite order and acts cleanly on X . Set Γφ “ Γφ{xφy. As
in Section 10, ΩpXφq is a φ-invariant mixed complex, and so we may form the triangular S-
module CσpΓφ,ΩpX
φqq and its total S-module TotpCσpΓφ,ΩpX
φqqq. The space of m-chains of
TotpCσpΓφ,ΩpX
φqqq and its differential are then given by
TotmpC
σpΓφ,ΩpX
φqqq “
à
p`q“m
CppΓφ,Ω
qpXφqq, d: “ B ` p´1qpdpuφ a ´q.
Here uφ P C
2pΓφ,Cq is any cocycle representing the Euler class eφ P H
2pΓφ,Cq of the extension of
Γφ by Γφ. By combining Theorem 7.7 and Proposition 11.3 we then obtain the following result.
Theorem 11.10. Let φ P Γ have infinite order and act cleanly on X. We have the following
quasi-isomorphisms of chain complexes,
(11.6)
Tot‚pC
σpΓφ,ΩpX
φqqq
θp1bαq
ÐÝÝÝÝ Tot‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6

6
ÝÝÝáâ Ý
AW6
Diag‚
`
CφpΓφ,Aq
˘6 µφ
ÝÝÑ C‚pAΓq
6
rφs.
This provides us with an isomorphism,
HC‚pAqrφs » H‚
`
TotpCσpΓφ,ΩpX
φqqq
˘
.
Under this isomorphism the periodicity operator of HC‚pAqrφs is given by the cap product,
eφ a ´ : H‚
`
TotpCσpΓφ,ΩpX
φqqq
˘
ÝÑ H‚´2
`
TotpCσpΓφ,ΩpX
φqqq
˘
,
In this context, Corollary 7.9 gives the following statement.
Corollary 11.11. Let φ P Γ have infinite order and act cleanly on X. Then the quasi-isomorphisms (11.6)
and the filtration by columns of Tot‚pCpΓφq bΓφ C q give rise to a spectral sequence,
E2p,q “ HppΓφ,Ω
qpXφqq ùñ HCp`qpAΓqrφs.
Moreover, the E2-differential is p´1qpdpuφ a ´q : HppΓφ,Ω
qpXφqq Ñ Hp´2pΓφ,Ω
q`1pXφqq.
Remark 11.12. By using the results of Section 8 the results of this sections can be extended to the
crossed-products associated with the action on the I-adic completions of A “ OpXq considered
in [7]. The results are expressed in terms of the I-adic completions of the de Rham complex ΩpXφq
as defined in [7].
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